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What began as a few turns of the spade has now evolved into a full-fledged excavation for the foundation of the Simplot/Micron 
Center for Technology, scheduled for completion by late fall. Construction on the center, which is being built with $3.5 million in 
donated funds, began with March 13 ground breaking ceremonies featuring, above from left, J.R. Simplot, Simplot Industries; Ward 
Parkinson, Micron Technology; BSU president John Keiser; and Governor John Evans. 
Business College receives accreditation 
After years of careful planning, 
Boise State University's College of 
Business received professional 
accreditation of its Master of Busi­
ness Administration degree this 
month from the American Assembly 
of Collegiate Schools of Business 
(AACSB) at its annual meeting in 
Orlando, florida. 
benefit to the College of Business for 
several reasons: 
• It enhances the college's compe­
titiveness in recruiting and retaining 
talented business faculty. This advan­
tage is very important because, in 
most business disciplines, Ph.D. 
faculty are in very short supply. 
• It enhances the college's capac­
ity to attract talented students to its 
programs. While AACSB-accredited 
programs represent less than 20 per­
cent of the nation's business pro­
grams, they attract over 50 percent of 
the students pursuing business 
degrees. 
• It elevates the standing of the 
college's degrees as viewed by the 
business community. Employers are 
becoming increasingly selective in 
their recruiting strategies, particu­
larly for master's degree recipients, 
because so many institutions are 
awarding MBA degrees. Employers 
recognize AACSB accreditation as a 
benchmark of MBA program quality. 
• College of Business students are 
afforded eligibility for various forms 
of scholarship support and recogni­
(Continued on page 2) 
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BSU Foundation 
opens campaign 
for $1 million 
Boise business leader and BSU 
foundation vice-president Tom 
\1acGregor stepped bl'fore the mic­
rophones and television cameras and 
rut it simply . . and confidently. 
"Today we are beginning a S 1 mil­
lion campaign to improve two areas 
at Boise State University: s<..·holarships 
and the library." 
With that, the BSU foundation 
began the Great Scholars campaign, 
th<..· most ambitious fund-raising effort 
in its history. 
Even as MacGregor made the cam­
paign announcement on March 19, 
nearly S2SO.OOO, one fourth of the 
total. had already been pledged. 
Much of that came from a SSO,OOO 
<..·hallenge grant from Idaho Bank & 
TruM Hemingway Foundation and 
another SSO,OOO from an anonymous 
donor. Alumni haH· been challenged 
to match that total, MacGregor 
explained. 
MacGregor, who serves as chair­
man of the campaign, said more 
scholarship funds arc needed to 
attract students to BSU, particularly 
from Idaho. The library, he added, 
needs increased funding for collec­
tions and equipment and for process­
ing the Frank Church papers. 
Almost all of the money raised in 
the year-long campaign will go into 
endowed funds providing annual 
income for expenditures on a per­
manent basis. 
The campaign will feature a variety 
of approaches to a variety of funding 
sources. Team leaders have been 
selected to direct campaigns with 
small business, large business, 
alumni, trustees, university 
employees, foundations, and friends 
of the university. 
When complete by the end of this 
year, the Great Scholars campaign 
will improve the university by placing 
funds in these important areas: 
• S250,000 for President Scholars 
(Continued on page 14) 
Out of 1,200 schools in the U.S. 
that offer business degrees, only 238 
are currently accredited by the 
AACSB at both the baccalaureate and 
master's levels. BSU received accredi­
tation of its undergraduate programs 
in 1979. 
BSU President John Keiser said 
accreditation of the business college 
is a goal the university has worked 
toward for 1 0 years. 
Boise State budget reaches $31.3 million 
In order to achieve full AACSB 
accreditation, the College of Business 
had to demonstrate that it met rigor­
ous standards concerning the qualifi­
cations and performance of the 
faculty, the design of the curricula, 
the ability of entering students, and 
the adequacy of library, computer, 
classroom, and other support facili­
ties. This evaluation was made by a 
panel of business school deans and 
business community representatives 
drawn from across the nation. 
Dean Thomas Stitzel said accredi­
tation is a "way to assure students 
and businesses that our services are 
high quality. 
"This is an acknowledgment that 
our program meets national stand­
ards of excellence that the Assembly 
has developed over the last 66 years," 
Stitzel added. 
AACSB recognition is of significant 
After a long afternoon of options. 
motions, and countermotions, the 
State Board of Education approved a 
fiscal 1986 budget last week that 
provides S31.3 million for Boise 
State, a 9.5 percent increase over the 
present budget. 
BSU received 28.34 percent of the 
total 5110.3 million that the Board 
distributed. 
That percentage marked a slight 
improvement in BSU's drive for fund­
ing equity among the state's institu­
tions of higher education. Last year 
BSU's share was 28.26 percent of the 
budget. 
Those percentages are determined 
by a complex formula the Board 
adopted three years ago. 
BSU President John Keiser said the 
percentage increase was a positive 
step. 
"BSU, in my judgement, has not 
reached equity, but it has advanced 
toward it. I think the decision today 
was done on a compromise basis, but 
it was done fairly," he said. 
The most controversial point 
debated by the Board was raised by 
idaho State University, which claimed 
that the approved budget didn't 
allow the school to maintain its cur­
rent operations, and that cuts would 
be necessary unless more funds were 
provided. 
Last year the Board allQcatcd an 
additional 5300,000 to lSU to case 
the impact of the formula. This year, 
however, the Board opted by a 6-2 
margin to adopt a budget distributed 
by the formula. 
"I am generally pleased with the 
way the Board operated in distribut­
ing the dollars. I believe they did the 
best they could to handle some truly 
complex issues," Keiser said. 
Prior to making its budget deci­
sion, Board members approved a S 10 
per semester fee increase for full­
time students. That increase will 
raise about S'-iSO,OOO, but those 
revenues will go to replace a shortfall 
suffered when fees and other miscel­
laneous receipts didn't come up to 
projected levels this year. 
The budget includes 5794,000 
earmarked for "critical program 
needs" in the College of Business and 
the new student information compu­
ter s-ystem. The business appropria­
tion is necessary for the college to 
meet standards required for accredi­
tation, Keiser explained. 
Another S594,000 was approved 
for faculty raises. The method of dis­
tribution will be determined by BSU 
later this spring. 
Totals for other schools and their 
percentage of the state budget 
include Idaho State, S26.6 million, 
24.12 percent; University of Idaho, 
S46.7 million, 42.31 percent; and 
Lewis-Clark, S5.76 million, 5.22 
percent. 
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for children 
Poems written by Boise school 
children arc being brought to life 
through May 9 as the BSU Theatre 
Arts Department's Children's Theatre 
performs Without Walls at 16 area 
elementary schools. 
Director Eloise Bruce has taken 
children's poems that appeared in 
the Boise Independent School Dis­
trict publication Writing Without 
Walls and created small plays based 
on the works by the young poets, 
kindergartners through sixth graders. 
Three Boise State student actors, 
Gail Swart, Kelly Garner and Diane 
Alves, act out poems, such as Apple 
Fritter Critters by Tryg Lunn from 
Highland Elementary School, and The 
jumping Gobbling Goblin Fish by 
Katie Ford from Longfellow Elemen­
tary School. 
Swart plays piano music to accom­
pany some of the poem plays. Barbara 
Boylan choreographed the scenes. 
Bruce, an adjunct professor of 
theatre arts apd artistic director at 
Idaho Theater for Youth, said the uni-
fying theme for the plays is color. 
"Some of it is very literal and some of 
it is very abstract," she said. "What's 
most wonderful about it is students 
get to see their poems alive, rather 
than just on paper." 
Dean Keppler resigns for Alaskan position 
Dr. William Keppler, dean of the 
College of Arts and Sciences at Boise 
State University, has resigned to take 
a similar position with the University 
of Alaska at Anchorage. 
He will leave BSU June 28 and 
assume his new duties in Anchorage 
Aug. 1. 
Keppler, 48, has served as arts and 
sciences dean since 1977. His college 
is the largest academic unit in the 
state, with s)soo students enrolled in 
1 S departments. 
BSU President John Keiser said an 
acting dean will be appointed to 
administer the college while a 
national search is being conducted 
for Keppler's successor. 
"Dean Keppler has been a personal 
friend for over 20 years. He is a 
genuinely caring and concerned per­
son, interested in students and 
understanding of the real purposes of 
public higher education. Boise State 
University is better in many ways 
because he has been here, and so is 
the city and the state. We are sorry to 
see him go, and we wish him and his 
family the very best," Keiser said. 
Keiser added that a scholarship has 
been endowed in Keppler's name to 
assist students who specialize in the 
study of birds of prey. A sum of 
S5,000 is already in place. 
During his 81/z years as dean, 
Keppler's accomplishments included 
program development in anthropol­
ogy, Canadian studies, interdiscipli­
nary humanitic:s, military science, 
philosophy, physics, applied science, 
and construction management; the 
establishment of a new School of 
Social Science and Public Affairs; and 
affiliation with the World Center for 
Birds of Prey. 
Keppler took an active role in 
community affairs and was selected a 
Distinguished Citizen by the Idaho 
Statesman in 1983. He has worked 
with the Boy Scouts at the local, 
regional, and national level, and 
received the Silver Beaver award for 
his volunteer service. He served on 
the Executive Committee for the 
Idaho Children's Home, and has been 
active in the United Way. A geneticist 
by training, Keppler chaired a com­
mittee that established programs to 
provide genetic information to the 
public and health care professionals 
in Idaho. 
Keppler has also served since 1979 
as the civilian aide to the Secretary of 
the Army, first for the State of Idaho 
and currently f(>r the 12 western 
states for the Sixth Army area. 
In 1984 he was awarded the Dis­
tinguished Service medal by the 
Secretary of the Army. He was also 
selected by students as BSU's out­
standing teacher in 1979. 
Keppler said he is leaving Boise 
State to "assume a new challenge and 
opportunity." In addition to a "sub­
stantial" increase in salary and benef­
its, Keppler said he will have the op­
portunity to develop programs at a 
campus which became a four-year 
university in 1977. One attraction, he 
explained, was a new S27 million tine 
arts facility the university is 
constructing. 
"I want to particularly thank the 
central administration, President 
Keiser and Executive Vice President 
Richard Bullington, t(>r their support 
of the College of Arts and Sciences 
and of me during some very difficult 
periods of financial reductions neces­
sitated by the 1 'X, Initiative in 1978 
and the recession in 1982," Keppler 
said. "I also wish to express my 
appreciation to the dedicated faculty, 
department chairmen, and students 
whom it was my privilege to teach 
and serve." 
Accreditation--------------
(Continued from page 1) 
tion because of AACSB accreditation. 
The accreditation announcement 
drew favorable comments from area 
business leaders. Peter Johnson, 
Administrator of the Bonneville 
Power Administration, and former 
chairman of the College of Business 
Advisory Council, said "This action 
confirms that status of BSU's College 
of Business as an outstanding institu­
tion of higher learning. It is a credit, 
not only to the university, but to the 
community and state as well. 
"Finally, while we can draw a 
breath in reflection, we cannot relax 
from the hard work and commitment 
which have earned the college this 
distinction." 
Earl Reynolds, senior consultant 
and retired chairman of the board, 
CM2M Hill, noted that, "We at CH2M 
Hill consider only graduates from 
engineering and business schools 
which have professional accredita­
tion. Accordingly, this recognition by 
the AACSB is absolutely vital to the 
continued success of the College of 
Business at BSU." 
Ronald Slone, Director of Research 
and External Relations for the col­
lege, said "the faculty's increasing 
record of research was a significant 
factor in AACSB's favorable accredita­
tion decision." He noted that "AACSB 
expects a higher level of research 
output for MBA accreditation as evi­
dence that the faculty are on the 
forefront of their discplines." 
Dean Stitzel said receiving full 
AA<-SB accreditation is the "single 
most important achievement in the 
college's history." 
"I vvish to express admiration and 
appreciation for all that has been 
accomplished - to faculty; students; 
staff; alumni; departmental, college, 
and university administrators; the 
State Board of Education; the Idaho 
Legislature; Governor Evans; the advi­
sory councils for the College and its 
programs; friends and other suppor­
ters. It has truly been a team effort. 
As such, the satisfaction of, and grati­
tude for, this achievement is approp­
riately to be widely shared." 
Young coach of year 
Bronco wrestling coach Mike 
Young has been named Big Sky Con­
ference coach of the year, the ninth 
time that he has been named wres­
tling coach of the year in his 12 years 
with the conference. 
Boise State recently won an upset 
victory in the league's wrestling 
championship by less than one point. 
Young had previously won seven 
straight championships between 
1974 and 1980. 
Board says 
fees going up 
$1 0 next fall 
Dc:�pitc: ohjc:ctions from unin.·rsity 
and college: presidents and st udc:nt 
hody presidents. the State Board of 
Education approved a S I 0 per semes­
ter in<:reasc: for the upcoming aca­
demic year. And, despite support 
from those same presidents. the 
Board rejected increases in stu-
dent fees for athletics. 
Full-time students will pay S20 
more: next year for institutional 
maintenance:. raising an addi­
tional S--iSO,OOO for Idaho's three 
state·supported unin.'rsities and 
one college:. Bobc: Stat<.·'s share 
will he ahout 28 percent, 
roughly based on the Stat<.· 
Board ti.mding formula. 
BSl' President John Kt:is<.-r 
told the Hoard at its April 19 
meeting that students should 
not he expected to shoulder any 
further tlnancial hun.kns. lk 
calkd the increase a "stop gap 
m<.·asure" that would nor solve 
the ultimate prohlt:m of lt:gisla­
tiw ti.mding .... hortl;tlls. 
"'ewly-t:lected ASBSU Presi­
dent Richard Jung said increases 
in student kes arc: continually 
looked upon as the means to 
make up for ina<.kquatc: state 
ti.tnding. "\\'e han.· to gh e a 
message to the legislature that 
thb can't continue, to happ<.·n " 
'l11e message from the Board 
was to support new funds for 
aca<.kmic purpost·s and to deny 
th<.·m to athlc:tics. 
lnst<.·ad of appro,·ing an 58 pc:r 
semester increase for athlc:tit·s 
at BSl' (and simil.tr increas<.·s at 
the otht·r institutions). thc: 
Board cushioned an expected I 0 
pc:rcent d<.-cr<.·asc: in athletic 
funding. 
In I985. the Board n>tcd that, 
beginning in fiscal year 1986. 
athletic departments at c:ach 
school would hc: cut hy I 0 per­
cent each yc:ar f()r thrc:e yt·ars, 
based on the ll)8S fiscal year 
appropriation. 
Instead. thc: Board passed an 
alternative: motion that main­
tains the I 0 percent cut. hut 
bases it on thc: amount of money 
appropriated from the kgisla­
ture l(>r the currc:nt yetr. For 
instance. this year th<.· legisla­
ture approved an I I pc:rn·nt 
incrt·as<.· to higher education. If 
th<.· I I p<.-rccnt was added to all 
programs. athlc:tics could t·xpcct 
a I percent increas<.· - aft<.·r its 
I 0 percent cut. 
Gene Hleymail'r. BStJ athlt:tk 
director. said "it looks like thc: 
state and students are going to 
gin.' us the same amount of 
monq in 1986 as they did in 
198';, with no accounting for 
inflation." 
"TI1e univc:rsity can actually 
give: us I pcrcent mort· - about 
S6.000," he said. But, he: addc:d 
that funding for athletics still 
will he woefully inadequate 
In other business, the: Board 
approved a 'i percent housing 
increase: for BSl' dormitories 
and apartments. 
It's been a year in the making, but the one-room schoolhouse on campus has begun to serve its intended purpose. Donated to 
the university last spring, the Opaline schoolhouse has been refurbished and filled with educational items of bygone days to be 
used as an educational museum and occasional classroom. In March, the schoolhouse was formally dedicated. Those who 
were instrumental in bringing the school to campus and restoring it - including the Opaline Water Board that donated the 
shoo!, the BSU student chapter of the A:>sociated General Contractors that coordinated the move and Gene Larsen, a Marsing 
school teacher who suggested the schoolhouse's move - were thanked. At the ceremony were four of the Opaline teachers, 
Julia LaValle, who taught from 1925-26; Mildred McClure, who taught from 1930-33; Clara Stoeher, who taught from 1924-25. 
Dorothy Tindall Cahalan; the school's first teacher in 1914, is pictured above. 
Canadian grants enhance university programs 
Two grants to faculty and a book 
donation to the library from the Can­
adian government will enhance BSU's 
Canadian Studies program 
Canada has given Dorothy Douglas, 
associate professor of biology, a 
14,425 research grant to do a com­
parative study of Setchell's willow in 
Alaska and the Yukon Territory. 
Michael Blain, assistant professor of 
sociology, has been awarded a S 3,000 
faculty enrichment grant to study and 
develop a course ahout the country's 
political sociology. 
Douglas has been studying Salix 
setchelliana in Alaska since 1978. 
The diminutive but hardy willow 
grows on gravel hars, continually dis-
turbed by glacial rivers. She is inter­
ested in discovering "the adaptations 
by which the plant survives." In late 
June, she and biology student Scott 
Riley of McCall will head north to 
spend six weeks studying the plants. 
Blain will travel to various regions 
of Canada, interviewing sociologists, 
political scientists, pollsters and his­
torians about Canadian society and 
politics. Political sociology, like polit­
ical science, he said, is concerned with 
the dynamics of power in society. 
But, "its focus is on the relationship 
of society at large and politics .. . the 
interplay of various groups in society 
and government." He will develop a 
course comparing Canadian and 
Libertarian economist at BSU 
Economist Murray N. Rothbard 
will visit Boise: State l niversity Mon­
day, April 29 to present two lc:cturc:s 
in the: Len B. Jordan Lecture Series. 
Rothbard, editor of the: journal of 
Libertarian Studies and the: S.J Hall 
Distinguished Visiting Professor of 
Economics at the University of 
Nevada-Lis Vegas this yt.'ar, will speak 
at 11.35 in room 1 OS of the: BSU Bus­
iness Building and again at 7:30 p m. 
in the Ballroom of the: BSU Student 
Union Building. 
The morning lecture: will he: on 
"Government and Business: Lessons 
for Today from the: Progressive: and 
New Deal Eras." Rothbard's evening 
speech will he: on "Interest Rates, 
Inflation, and the: Federal Rc:sc:rw 
System." The public is invited to 
attend hoth lectures. No admission 
will he: charged. 
Business dean publishes text 
The: fourth edition of Personal 
Im•esting. co-authored by Thomas E. 
Stitzel. Dean of the Boise State Uni­
versity College of Business, and Wil­
bur W. Widicus. professor of finance 
at the Oregon State University Col­
lege of Business, has been released. 
Persona/Investing, a basic text­
book, is organized for the individual 
investor, emphasizing risks and 
returns of commonly held invest· 
ments, how to buy and sell invest­
ments and measure their returns. 
This edition, together with pre­
vious editions, has been used in 
courses offered at over 200 U.S. col­
leges and universities. 
The: how-to book discusses tax 
aspects of investing and how to build 
and manage a successful investment 
portfolio. 
Published by Richard D. Irwin, 
Inc., Homewood, Ill., the volume 
includes analysis of the latest tax laws 
affecting investments, coverage of 
IRA and Keogh plans and real prop­
erty investments. 
American political sociologies for fall. 
Recently, the Canadian vice­
counsul from the Seattle Consulate 
General's office was on campus to 
donate 13,000 worth of hooks about 
and by authors of his country. 
Vice-counsul Allen Ritchie gave 
BSU Librarian Tim Brown an 
interdisciplinary collection - rang­
ing from literature to science. This is 
the fifth year of the donation, Brown 
said, and the third year the donation 
has matched a list requested by the 
library. He said a S 3,000 grant for 
back sets of Canadian periodicals also 
has been awarded to the library this 
year. 
Other Canadian library holdings 
include a catalog of Radio Canada 
International recordings. 
The Canadian Studies minor at 
Boise State focuses on Canadian 
government, history, science, husi­
ness and art. 
Equipment donated 
to Geology Dept. 
Hunt Oil Company of Denver has 
donated more than S 100.000 worth 
of equipment to Boise: Statc:'.s Geol­
ogy and Geophysics Department. 
Included in the donation are a 
gravity meter, valued at about 
S 15,000; a Leitz petrographic micro­
scope valued at S 1 0,000; and a geo­
logger that measures radioactivity, 
electricity and resistivity - that 
only a handful of universities cur­
rently have. 
Department Chairman Claude Spi­
nosa said the donation is "a real gold 
mine. Most of the equipment can be 
used for research by faculty and 
students. 
"Some of the items had been on 
our shopping list for several years, 
but we had not been able to fund 
them." 
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'Fishing for Fun ' 
Hook, line and sinker 
"Parent5>, when thcy'n: teaching 
thdr kids to fish, tend to he intent on 
that one act - on catching the fish," 
says art professor George Roberts. 
That can prove to he intimidating 
and even boring for children, he 
believes. He and his brother Charks 
have wrinen a hook designed to put 
the fun hack in fishing. Titled simply 
enough, Fishing For Fun, the hook is 
an introduction to angling and the 
host of peripheral activities and skills: 
catching and raising hait, making 
lures and other fishing gear, tying 
knots, finding fishing holes, and 
understanding bask ecology. 
The Roberts brothers stress sim­
plicity in their hook. Wl1at sort of 
equipment docs an angler need? 'Il1e 
Roberts' answer harkens hack to 
Jung elected 
Richard K Jung. Hoise, a s<:nior 
theatre arts major, has been d(.'(:tc:d 
president of the: Boise State: Unin:r­
sity Associated Student Body for 
198S-86. 
jung's running mate Diane Ralphs 
Boise, a senior politi<.:al science 
major, was elected ASBSl 
vice-president. 
Huckleberry Finn: a willow pole:. 
some string, a hook, and a sinker. The 
hook encourages youngsters to go 
out and find fishing gear left hy other 
fishermen along the hanks of streams 
and ponds. Finding lost and aban­
doned fishing treasures can he as 
much fun for children as the fishing 
itself, George said. He noted his own 
children similarly find great amuse­
ment in catching grasshoppers, frogs 
and crayfish for hait. "All that adds up 
to a lot more pleasure than just fish­
ing," he says. 
The hook also teaches ethics and 
ecolO!,'}'. hut in an easy-going style. 
Much of the information is passed 
along through the short stories 
interspersed through the hook that 
relate the fishing adventures of a 
young fictional angler named Dare 
who spends his summers in the 
Owyhee Mountains of southern 
Idaho. 
TI1e hook, available in paperha<.:k 
and hardcover, is illustrated with 
George's pen and ink drawings. Both 
he and Charles, a Forest S<:rvi<.:e sur­
veyor from Grangeville with a d<:grc:c: 
in zoology, collaborated on the writ· 
in g. 
Fishing For Fun is available at area 
bookstores. 
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Bulletin Board 
USA FOR AFRICA BENEFIT 
A USA for Afnca benef•t sponsored by Bo1se 
State Student Achv•t•es, Student Programs Board 
and Campus Network •s scheduled for Friday, May 
3 in the Student Un1on Ballroom. All proceeds from 
the event w111 go to the USA tor Afnca benefit fund 
The evenmg w1ll beg•n at 7 p.m. w1th a 90·· 
minute video of Z1ggy Stardust and the Spiders 
from Mars starnng Dav1d Bow•e 1n the h•storic 
farewell performance of Kmg of Glitter Rock 
A v1deo dance w111 follow at 9 p.m. contmu1ng 
unt•l m1dn1ght. featunng current releases and the 
USA for Afnca s•ngle We are the World 
Adm1ss1on for the Z1ggy Stardust show IS $1 for 
students and $2.50 for the general pubhc Adm1s· 
s1on to the v1deo dance IS $1.50 or $1 for those 
who also attend Z1ggy 
For more tnformat•on about the beneftl contact 
Mane Cheung or Barry Burbank at 385-1242 
IDAHO RETAILING WEEK 
Retailers and bus•ness managers from through 
out Southwest Idaho w1ll converge at BSU Mon­
day, May 6. for Idaho Reta1hng Day conference 
act1v1l>es 
The conference. sponsored by the College of 
Business Market1ng and Admm•strat1ve Serv1ces 
Department. w•ll feature keynote speaker John 
Landsman. dtrector of marketing stud1es for Fed· 
erated Department Stores. Inc. headquartered 1n 
C1nc•nnat1. Oh10 
Landsman w1ll speak at 9 15 a m 1n the Student 
Un1on Ballroom 
The conference fee IS $35 for pre·reg•strat•on 
and $40 at the door. For reg1strat•on and further 
tnformatton. telephone the BSU Department of Mar­
ketmg and Admintstrat•ve Serv1ces. 385·3356 
SUMMER SKILLS PROGRAM 
For the 10th year, BSU's phys1cal educat1on 
department w1ll offer Summer Youth Sports Sk1lls 
Program, courses for ktdS rang1ng from basketball 
to creative movement 
The program runs 1n two sess•ons. June 10 to July 
5 and July 8 to Aug. 2 The courses mclude sw1m· 
m1ng, tenn•s. gymnastiCS. bowltng, creat•ve move­
ment .. soccer and basketball. 
Courses are for ch•ldren ages SIX to 14, except 
for sw1mming, which IS for ltv&· to 14·year-olds 
The cost •s $30 for the hrst class. $20 for each the· 
reafter Bowling also has a $10 lane fee. 
SUMMERCARE FOR KIDS 
Wondenng what your k•ds aro gomg to do all 
summer while you're at work? Bo•se State has the 
answer - BSU SummerCare, a full·ttme day camp 
program for elementary age children. 
SummerCare children w1ll be mvolved in a var· 
iety of sports. baSIC skills. computer and arts/· 
crafts instruction. There wtll also be fteld tnps to 
the zoo, art and history museums and other places 
of interest, all under the guidance of teachers The 
program is bemg sponsored by BSU's teacher 
education and physical education departments 
4 
The first session runs from June 10 through July 
5, the second from July 8 to Aug. 2. The cost of the 
full-lime program- from 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.­
is $225, plus $5 for a monthly bus pass and $4 for 
a summer mov1e ltcket The part·ttme fees, for a 9 
a m. to 3 p.m. program, are $200, plus the bus and 
mov1e passes 
Enrollment Will be on a f�rst·come, first-served 
basis. but preference will be g1ven with parents 
who need full-time. full summer care 
SCHOLARSHIP 
In late February the Assoc1a1ton for Systems 
Management held 1ts ftrst dinner and auction to 
raise funds for a BSU scholarship The event net­
ted a total of $500. wh1ch Will go toward an ASM 
endowed scholarship 
The event was organ. zed by Marlene Voulel1s of 
the Data Process1ng Center She was assisted by 
other ASM board members. and auclton 1tems 
were donated by the ASM membersh•p 
MANAGEMENT SEMINAR MAY 13·15 
The Bo1se State Un1vers1ty College of Business 
will be conducting a Corporate LIQUidity Manage­
ment Semmar May 13-15 from 9 a m. to 4:30 p.m. 
at the Red Lion, Rtverstde, through the Profes­
Sional Development Programs senes. 
The three-day comprehensive course IS for 
cash-managers. controllers, execut1ves, and all 
others mvolved •n corporate liQUidity decis•ons 
SpecifiC top1cs include cash-flow management, 
cash forcastmg and planning, receivables and 
mventory management and fmancing current 
assets. 
The cost for the seminar IS $450, or $400 per 
person tf three or more people reg1ster from the 
same organ•zat1on. The fee includes all matenals. 
lunches and refreshment breaks For more tnfor· 
malton, contact the BSU College of Busmess at 
385-1126, 1910 Un1vers1ty Dnve, Bo1se.ID 83725 
GEOLOGIST DISCUSSES EARTHQUAKE 
Spencer Wood. Bo1se State assoc1ate professor 
of geology and geophys•cs. w•ll d1scuss the 
groundwater effects after the 1983 1daho earth· 
quake at 7 30 p.m. Monday, Apnl 29 in Room 112 
of the Educatton Buildmg 
In a slide/lecture presentat1on sponsored by 
Sigma X1, BSU's sctent•ftc research soc1ety, Wood 
w1ll propose some new ideas about the ongm of 
the large volume of ground water forced from the 
earth's crust as a result of the earthquake. He also 
w•ll talk about 1mplicattons of future earthquakes 1n 
the northern Rocky Mountains reg1on w1th respect 
to ex1st1ng and future construction. 
For more •nformatlon, contact John Allen w1th 
S1gma X1, 385-1425 
GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY TO MEET 
The Rocky Mountam Section of the Geological 
Society of America will hold 1ts annual conference 
Apnl 22-24 at the Red Uon-Rtvers•de Claude Spi· 
nosa, BSU geology/geophysics department 
chatrman, will chair the event, expected to draw 
about 1,000 participants and almost 300 papers 
The symposia will range from earthquake stu­
dies in the Intermountain se•smic belt, pres•ded 
over by BSU ass1stant professor John Pelton. to 
the structure and strat1graphy of the Western 
Snake R1ver Plam. Several f1eld tnps, mcludmg one 
to the Borah Peak earthquake s•te, have been 
planned as well. 
In addition, a luncheon for BSU geology/geo­
physics alumni is planned for noon on Wednes­
day, April 24 at the Red lion. For more information 
on the conference. contact the department at 
385·1631 
CHILD CARE CENTER ACCEPTING DROP-INS 
The Boise State University Child Care Center 
will accept children on a drop-in basis as space 
allows from noon to 5:30 p.m .. on Mondays, Wed· 
nesdays and Fndays. 
Children ages two-and-a-half to five are cared 
tor at the center, located in the BSU Pavilion. The 
charge is $1.50 an hour, and an afternoon snack is 
provided 
For more information. contact Jean Bntton, cen­
ter director, at 3f5·3979. 
SOCIOLOGY STUDENTS 
Three Boise State sociology students presented 
papers at the Pacific Sociology Association 
conference in Albuquerque, New Mexico April 
17-20. 
Patncia Davis, a senior from Twin Falls, will give 
a paper on "Women in Magaz1ne Ads: A 19£.3 Fol­
lowup Analysis of the Portrayal of Women in Print 
Advert1s1ng." Davis also has been acct.pted for 
graduate studies in sociology at Washmgton State 
Untversity in Pullman. • 
Angeline Kearns Blain. a senior from Boise, will 
present "The Ballet Three Steps in 1ts Histoncal 
Development," a paper on the history and symbo· 
lism of ballet as an art form. 
And Bruce Durbm, a 19f4 sociology graduate 
from Boise, w1ll present "A Methodological Rev1ew 
of Recent Suic•de Research," a cntical rev1ew of 
recent studies on the causes of SUICide, how the 
data •s collected, by whom and )or what purposes. 
The three are students of sociology ass1stant 
professor Michael Blain The papers were written 
last year for his class in social research 
PROFESSIONAL FOSTER PAfiENl 
Professional foster parents are needed by the 
Department of Health and Welfare, Region IV, 
Botse Office. ' 
Professional foster care 1s an mtens1ve. home· 
based professiOnal care serv1ce for behaviorally­
disordered chtldren. The fee for serv1ce will be 
$1,000 per child a month. 
Oualiftcat•ons 1nciude a master's degree m a 
human service area or a bachelor of arts degree 
with three years' expenence 1n a soc1ai serv1ce 
field of practice. 
Please dtrect inqUiries to Professional Foster 
Parent Search, 338·7147, or wnteln care of Mary 
Rong, Health and Welfare, Reg[on IV, 1105 S 
Orchard, Boise. 10 83705 • 
" 
ANTHROPOLOGY FILMS 
The Boise State Anthropology Club will present 
two free films, Peru: Inca Hefltage, exploring the 
contemporary existence of the Peruvian indians 
against the ruins of the Inca architecture, and 
Excavations at La Vanta documenting the civilize· 
lions that existed in the Tabasco, Mexico area 
April 24. The films will beg1n at 7:30 p.m. in the Ada 
Lounge of the Student Union Building 
EMPLOYMENT MENTOR PROGRAM 
A mentor program for displaced homemakers is 
the latest project of the Southwest Center for New 
Directions, operated by the BSU Adult Learning 
Center. The center offers a variety of programs for 
homemakers and single parents. 
The program will match participants w1th com· 
munrty members employed in occupattons that 
they are preparing to enter. Volunteers will provide 
information regarding the work they do and 
explain experiences they have had in the process 
of reaching thetr present positions .. 
Persons interested In participating in the pro­
gram. either by giving or receivmg assistance, may 
contact Bette Tell at 3f5-1293. 
CONSTRUCTION STUDENTS HONORED 
Bo1se State construction management students 
were recognized in the February Issue of Con· 
structor magazine for their second place award in 
the 19!.'4 national Associated General Contractors 
Student Chaoter Contest 
ENGINEERING AWARDS 
Andy Reg1mbal, a JUntor mechanical eng1neenng 
mator from Toppen1sh, Wash., has been named 
Outstand•ng BSU Eng1neering Student for 1985 by 
the Idaho Society of Profess•onal Engineers 
Reg1mbal, a thtrd-year Bronco football team 
player, has also been named to the Academic All· 
Btg Sky Football Team 
Also honored by the soc•ety for their engineer­
Ing abilities and grade pomt averages were C1ndy 
Neal. a JUnior chem1cal engmeenng major from 
Mend1an. and M1chael L. Steele, Bo•se, a sopho· 
more electncal eng1neenng mator. 
NURSING HONOR SOCIETY CONFERENCE 
The BSU Baccalaureate Nursing Honor Society 
will hold a spnng conference and induction 
ceremony from 12:45 to 5:30 p.m. on Monday, April 
29 in the Lookout Room of the Student Union 
Building. 
Liny E. Lyss, coordinator of graduate nursing 
studies at Idaho State University, will be the lea· 
lured speaker at 1 p.m. on the history of nursmg 
and its application for future planning. 
Registered nurses, nursing students and other 
interested health professtonals are mv1ted to 
attl'nd the conference and induction. Pre· 
rog1strabon is requested. and is free to society 
members, $10 for non-members. 
For more information, contact ingrid Brudenell at 
365-1766. 
Teaching LOGO 
Learn best by doing 
By Carolyn Beaver 
BSU News Services 
It's said that we learn best by doing. 
Although it has word processing and listing capabili­
ties, its most popular function is its graphics 
component. 
Another asks, "Can you mak<.· a square? How many 
sidc:s arc in a square? An: they all the same length? 
What sorts of anglc:s do we need to make one?", and 
then shows the child the commands necessary to 
execute the drawing on the computer screen. 
Sue �1illcr is a graduate student in teacher educa­
tion from Mc:ridian who thinks "it's harder to show 
LOGO to kids than to pick it up yourself." But, she 
admits shc:'s learning more by teaching it 
"It's motivational. Kids really 'Y."ant to \Vork on it. 
It's fi.m - f(>r all of us." 
l11c kids might actually have more fun than the 
adults in learning LOGO, according to graduate: stu­
dent Vickie Larsen-Poole She took the course last 
spring and this spring is teaching the teacher educa­
tion introdu<.:tory course in microcomputers. As part 
of that class, she had sixth gradc.:rs from Campus 
Elemc:mary School come: to the Bst· computer lab 
t(>r a session with her studc:nts. 
"Kids have an undc:rstanding adults don't have: in 
problem solving. Adults are so husT. so preoccupied 
with their livc.:s, they don't sec things. A child can sec 
that c.:vc:f}'thing in the: room is a geomc:tric shape." 
Adults, she said, have too many other assodations. 
Kids arc more: open to cxpcric:nce, Larsen-Poole 
said. Adults want more control. ll1cy'rc afraid of 
making mistakes. Kids will exp<.:rimcnt and take: 
chancc:s. Consc:qucntly, she: said, they learn more 
and learn more quickly than adults with computc:rs. 
That's how the computer language LOGO is 
designed. And that's how teacher education profes­
sor Bob Friedli's course on teaching LOGO to grad­
uate students and kids is designed as well. 
The turtle refers to a triangular cursor that pulses 
on the computer screen. Once children learn the 
commands that move the turtle fonvard, hack, right 
and left, they can begin writing strings of directions 
that send the turtle scuttling off to draw various 
shapes. 
One of the reasons kids feel frc:c to cxpcrimc:nt is 
because LOGO is "user-friendly." If an incorrect 
command is entered, the computer "answers" (with 
a written line at the bottom of the scret•n) that it 
docs not understand. The user thc:n tries something 
else. 
In the 10-week graduate class offered each spring 
semester, Friedli spends the first half teaching LOGO 
to soon-to-he-teachers. In the second five weeks, his 
students teach it to children, ranging in ages from 
SIX tO 12. 
"We gin: them (the graduate students) five weeks 
of theory and practice then turn around and say, 
'teach it.' It restores and rebuilds their confidence in 
what they've learned," Friedli said. "It's one thing to 
sit at a <:omputer and do it yourself. It's another to 
have to teach someone. 
"It allows kids to conceptualize, to sec geometric 
concepts, like angles, right in front of them," Friedli 
said. "They sit down, envision it, then translate it to 
the screen." After a geometry lesson in school, kids 
might not remember that there arc four 90 degree 
anglc:s in a square. "With LOGO, they do it, and they 
remember." 
"It's a hot language," Larsen-Poole said. "It's the;­
closest thing to developing an artificial intelligence. 
The computer is talking hack to you - there's 
communication taking place. 
"It helps with problem solving, with creative 
thinking, too," she said. "You're asking questions like 
'how do I mak<: a square?', providing the <.:omputer 
information and getting answer� hack." 
"We go from the theoretical to the application, 
which is critical for teachers." 
On Monday afternoons, the computer lab on the 
Education Building's fourth floor is filled with kids 
and their student-teachers. Some of the children are 
still making simple shapes; others have learned how 
to make beautiful, intricate designs by transposing 
one shape over another. 
Larsen-Poole instructs her !\lll<.knt� lO do the san1<.· 
when teaching kids. "If they have a question," she 
told her BSl.' class before the �ixth graders arriwd, 
"don't tell them you don't have the answer. Say, 'lc:t's 
try this.' Teaching computers isn't didactic, where 
they have the question and you have the answer." It's also critical for the children who learn how to 
usc LOGO. "It doesn't make a whole lot of sense 
until you work with it," Friedli said. 
"You do much hike riding?" a teacher asks. What teaching computers is is a hands-on expc· 
rience - from which both tca<.·hers and students 
learn. And, as Friedli puts it, "kids arc the real world. 
That's where the action is." 
LOGO, a computer language designed expressly 
for children, is often called "turtle graphics." 
"What's it called when you turn completely around 
in a circle? Right, a 360." He then explains the sum 
total of angl<:s of various polygons. 
Peaceful Settlements Conference brings 400 April 29-May 1 
In search of reasonable means to 
settle disputes of all types, about 400 
persons from as far away as Alaska 
and Vermont arc expected to attend 
the Peaceful Settlements Conference 
scheduled April 29· :\iay I at the Red 
Lion Riverside in Boise and at Boise 
State University. 
Roger Fisher, director of the Har­
\"ard Negotiation Project and the 
author of Getting to Yes, the recent 
best-selling hook on successful nego­
tiation, will give the conference key­
note addresss at 9 a.m. April 29 "The 
Roots of Disputes: Views and Values 
in Conflict." 
Raymond Shonholtz, president of 
the San Francisco Community Boards 
Program, will speak April 30 at 8:45 
a.m. on "Peaceful Settlement of 
Community Conflict." Both talks will 
be at the Red Lion Riverside. 
The conference follows Gov. John 
Evans' proclamation of April as 
Peaceful Settlements Month, which 
urges "all citizens to participate in 
activities designed to increase public 
understanding and awareness of con­
flict management." 
The speakers will be joined by 
representatives from Idaho's legal, 
business, labor, environmental, reli-
gious and cultural groups in work­
shops April 29 and discussions April 
30 on alternative models for manag­
ing conflict among indi\iduals and 
institutions. 
:\iay 1 a<.·tivities scheduled in the 
BSL Student Union Building will fea­
ture training in pc.·,..,onal conflict 
management skills and techniques. 
Getting to Yes is based on studies 
and conferences conducted by the 
Harvard Negotiation Project, a group 
that deals with all levels of conflict, 
including domestic, business and 
international disputes. 
The hook tells how to: 
• Separate the people from the 
problem; 
• Focus on interests, not positions; 
• Establish precise goals at the 
outset of negotiations; 
• Work together to create options 
that will satisfy both parties; 
• Negotiate successfully with oppo­
nents who are more powerful, refuse 
to play by the rules, or resort to dirty 
tricks. 
According to noted international 
economist John Kenneth Galbraith, 
the popular treatise "is equally rele­
vant for the individual who would 
like to keep his friends, property and 
income and the statesman who 
would like to keep the peace." 
Newsu•eek also praised the hook 
calling it, "A coherent brief for 'win­
win' negotiations which, if it takes 
hold, may help convert the Age of :\ic 
to the Era of We." 
The conference, organized by the 
Idaho Human Rights Commission and 
Boise State University, is co­
sponsored by the Governor's Com­
mission on Children and Youth, the 
University of Idaho College of Law, 
the Idaho Law Foundation, the Idaho 
Education Association, the Associa­
tion for the Humanities in Idaho, and 
the Treasure Valley Chapter of the 
American Society of Training and 
Development. 
Peace activist speaks here 
Internationally acclaimed peace 
science activist Elise Boulding will 
speak at Boise State University on 
Saturday, April 27 on "The Global 
Family: Visioning Peaceful 
Settlements." 
Her lecture, sponsored by the BSU 
Student Programs Board, Research 
Center, and Sociology Club, will 
begin at 8 p.m. in the BSU Student 
Union Ballroom. 
Boulding will also speak at a BSU 
Sociology Club brown bag lunch 
April 26 in the BSU Student Union 
Boisean Lounge on "War and Society: 
A Sociological lnterperetation." 
Friday, April 26, from 7:30-9 p.m., 
she will appear at a community 
reception at the Bishop Tuttle House, 
speaking there on "Peaceful Settle­
ments - What One Person Can Do." 
All events are free and open to the 
public. 
Boulding's appearances in Boise 
preface the Peaceful Settlements 
Conference to be conducted April 
29-May l at the Red Lion Riverside 
and at Boise State University. 
A sociologist with a global view, 
Boulding has undertaken numerous 
studies on conflict and peace, devel­
opment, family life and women in 
society, and is currently the editor of 
the International Peace Research 
Newsletter. She is the chairman of 
the department of sociology at Dart­
mouth College. 
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'An exceptional teacher' 
ALUMNI����������������
By Larry Burke 
BSU News Services 
Jerry Millier isn't sure his debut as a college 
teacher was a complete success. Facing his first class 
of 70 eager accounting students, the young teaching 
assistant had his mind on the rattlesnake that bit him 
on the hand a few days earlier. 
It wasn't funny at the time, but now he laughs 
about that first day. "I was pretty dizzy from the bite 
... I'm not sure what my students thought about my 
first lecture." 
That was over 17 years . . and many thousands of 
lectures ... ago. Today Jerry Millier's teaching 
career is anything but snake bit. 
Every spring at the Alumni Association's Top Ten 
Scholar's Banquet, Millier is named by at least one of 
the students as the teacher most influential to his or 
her life. 
Since the banquet began in 1978, 11 students 
have named Millier as their most influential teacher. 
Why? 
Put simply, Jerry Millier cares about his students, 
from their first day in the classroom to their sunival 
in the world of work. 
Students offer the best testimony. 
"He took the time to be interested in students. He 
became a personal friend," relates Susanne Sexauer, 
who graduated in 1983 and is with Arthur Andersen 
& Co. in Boise. 
Millier, she adds, watched her academic develop­
ment and was ready with valuable counseling when 
it came timt. to make her important career choices. 
"He's stayed in touch after we graduated ... he's 
still interested in what we're doing now," she says. 
Another 1983 graduate, Jerri Henry with Coopers 
& Lybrand, says she "couldn't have accomplished at 
BSU what I did without him ... he is an exceptional 
teacher. 
"He brings the practical and theoretical side 
together in his teaching. He is extremely fair, and he 
takes a personal interest in all of his students. It's 
more than just a job to him." 
Millier agrees that the capacity to care is essential 
to good teaching. 
"By caring, I mean working with students con­
stantly, in terms of learning the subject, in terms of 
advising, in terms of finding a job. 
"Caring is a developmental thing. You have to get 
out of the ivory tower. The most important thing 
you have to do is to treat students as people ... not 
as numbers or kids, but as people. In effect, you 
become their advocates." 
Millier began his teaching career as a graduate 
student at Arizona. Then he moved to Blue Mountain 
Community College in Pendleton, Oregon, a posi­
tion that he says was critical in his development 
because he had to teach all types of accounting 
courses to all types of students. He spent a year at 
Eastern Oregon in LaGrande before coming to Boise 
• 
State in 1975, where he nas taught ever since, 
except for a year he spent working for a local 
company. 
He brings to class a professional, but friendly 
approach. 
"I set the goal to become friends with every one 
of the students. You'd be surprised at how motiva­
tional that can be to students. I've had any number 
of them tell me 'If it weren't for you, I wouldn't have 
cared if I got through that course or not.' 
"It's a motivational type of thing. You get them 
fired up to do it for you, if for no other reason." 
Wallflowers, he says, suddenly blossom with some 
personal attention. 
"If students don't volunteer answers, I call names. 
"My goal is to make them think ... to make them 
put the textbook aside and tell me what's going on 
in their minds. They're uncomfortable with that for 
the first couple of weeks, but then they get to where 
they enjoy it. 
"Pretty soon they're coming to class ready to 
argue with me," he laughs. 
Practical application of the subject matter is 
important for students, especially in accountir ,  
which Millier describes more art than scienc . 
"Students, particularly in accounting, nee<' o see 
the utility of what they are learning. If studu ;ts can 
see a value in it, they want to learn and gra ks 
Jerry Millier 
become almost secondary." 
What his students say in their course evaluations is 
important to Millier, who considers them an impor­
tant barometer ot his teaching methods. 
"I believe very strongly that students' evaluations 
are valid. I've kept mine for the last 10 years, and 
over that period the weak and strong points in my 
teaching have been pretty much the same." 
Millier says a person can't become a good teacher 
overnight. It just might take years to get to that 
point. In his case, he says it took two years before 
things really started to click in the classroom. 
What is it in teaching that keeps him coming back, 
even though he could earn muLh, much more 
money outside the uniwrsity? 
"Students," he answers. "I like students. The year 
I was downtown I couldn't watt to get back." 
Alumni meet May 17 
The annual meeting of the BSU Alumni Associa­
tion and installation of new officers will be held at 
noon Friday, May 17 in the Lookout Room of the Stu­
dent Union Building. 
For luncheon reservations or information, contact 
the Alumni Office at 385-1959. 
JOBS & PROMOTIONS Shane Bengoec:hea (economics, '711) has been 
selected city attorney in Twin Falls. 
Craig Newbold (education\ has accepted a 
teaching posit' on at Bear Lake High School. 
DEATHS 
Jane wa .. muth (BS, business, '84) is employed 
by the Edgemont Corp. in Chester, Penn. as a 
southern representative. 
Chrtetopher Andereon (BA, theatre arts, '84) is 
working for Studio Concepts in Portland in scene 
construction and design. 
VIcki Bare (BS, accounting, '84) will soon begin 
work as a staff accountant at Arthur, Anderson & 
Co. in Boise. 
Rlc:k CoUingwoocl (AAS, drafting tech., '84) is 
currently a draftsman for Hubble Engineering of 
Boise. 
Dougl .. Schloe (BS, math, '83) is working for 
Washington State Department of Transportation as 
a V /1\X. software support programmer. 
Melinda ou .. t (BA, elem. ed., '84) is currenUy a 
6th grade teacher at Horseshoe Bend School. 
Karla Stuart (BA. communication, '84) has just 
started her new position at Hewlett-Packard as a 
technical writer. 
Scott Lane (BBA, aviation managemt, '84) Is 
now serving as an officer in a field artillery unit 
with the 82nd Airborne Division, in Fort Sill, Okla. 
6 
Joel Cartaon (advertising design, '83) is currently 
head of the graphics department at Youth with a 
Mission in Hawaii. 
Brtan D. Hurtbert ('80) has been promoted to 
captain in the U.S. Air Force. He Is an air weapons 
controller instructor at Tyndall Air Force Base in 
Florida. 
Frank H. Olander Jr. ('78) has graduated from 
the U.S. Army's combined arms and services staff 
school in Fort Leavenworth, Kan. He will serve In 
Caldwell. 
Gary Calkin• ('84) Is an administration techni­
cian with the 366th Combat Support Group in 
Mountain Home. 
Patience Thoreaon (BS, physical ed., '71) has 
been working in Yugoslavia as script supervisor 
on the mini-series, "Mussolini" for NBC. 
Frank Arena (business, '67) has been promoted 
to vice president and manager of the Buhl office of 
the idaho First National Bank. 
Donna Hendereon (BA, art ed., '74) has assumed 
duties as editor of the Idaho County Free Press in 
Grangeville. 
Kelly Morgan (office occup., '84) was recently 
promoted to program director of the Salmon Public 
Library. 
Michael Campbell (psychology, '75) has been 
named assistant vice president and business ser­
vices bales manager in the business services 
department of Moore Financial Services in Boise. 
Jerilyn TI'IICadaa (BA, education) is teaching 
second grade in New Plymouth. 
Ellen Ereklne (criminal justice, '74) has been 
appointed as the chief of detectives in Caldwell. 
William Hattabaugh (AAS) is the new technical 
director of the Pacific Missile Test Center at Point 
Mugu, Calif. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Na'>ml Ratliff (BA. special ed., '84) is attending 
graduate school at the University of idaho to 
obtain a master's degree in special education. 
Jim Staley ('84) has been commissioned a 
second lieutenant in the U.S. Air Force, since gra­
duating from Officer Training School in Texas. 
Betty Clarke f50) died at the Magic Valley 
Regional Medical Center. She was a special edu­
cation teacher in Richland at the time of her death. 
Gordon Young (engineering) 42, of Salt lake 
City, died Feb. 16 of heart disease. He was a sur­
vey engineer at the time of his death. 
Margaret Chrtetenaen ('37) 67, died Feb. 5 of 
natural causes. She worked for the First Interstate 
Bank before retiring in 1974. 
Pab'lcla H. Rainey (business) 30, of Boise, died 
March 8 following an extended illness. She was in 
international banking with the First Interstate bank­
ing system at the time of her death. 
WEDDINGS 
Steven Saras and Mary Foley, Dec. 29 
Kevin Butler and DeniM Moore, Jan. 12 (Boise) 
Leo Puga and Jana Schoonen, Jan. 5 (Boise) 
Lynn Bemaaconl and Billie Blanscet, Feb. 2 
Christina Burnqulst and Don Black, Dec. 29 (Boise) 
Marion Leach and Donald Anderaen, Dec. 22 
(Clarkston) 
Anna Dawson and Randy Stutheit. Feb. 18 
(Nampa) 
Karl Vogt and Diana Mannlla, Dec. 21 (Boise) 
Daniel Gilbert and Donna Marta, Feb. 9 (Boise) 
Scholars honored 
Alumni name 'Top Ten' 
Ten outstanding BSU students 
were honored for their academic 
achievements at the annual BSU 
Alumni Association Top Ten Scholars 
Banquet March 15. 
Also honored at the program were 
the faculty members whom the stu­
dents named as having been most 
instrumental in helping them to 
achieve their academic successes. 
The annual awards were presented 
from the Crystal Ballroom of the 
Idaho Bank & Trust Center, where 
the scholars were congratulated for 
their achievements by Idaho Gov. 
John Evans, BSU President John 
Keiser and Allen Dykman, president 
of the Alumni Association. 
Winners of the scholastic honors 
were: 
Marla Curtis, Baker, Ore., a senior 
production management major, has 
been on the BSU Dean's List since fall 
semester, 1981. She has also been a 
four-year member of the BSU 
women's basketball team, playing 
forward and center positions, and is a 
National Collegiate Athletic Associa­
tion Volunteer for Youth. She has 
received both basketball and infor­
mation and decision science., 
scholarships. 
Honored faculty member: Gerald 
LaCava, associate professor of deci­
sion sciences. 
'\ 
Marla Curtis 
Patricia A. Davia 
Patricia A. Davis, Burley, is a senior 
sociology major. She will present a 
paper to the Pacific Sociological 
Association Conference in Albu­
querque, N.M., in April. Recently 
employed by the Dean of Student 
Special Services, she works in that 
office as a student assistant. She has 
received highest honors on the BSU 
Dean's List. 
Honored faculty member: Martin 
Scheffer, professor of sociology. 
Randal L. Hardy 
Randal L. Hardy, Meridian, a senior 
finance major, is a member of Phi 
Kappa Phi and has been awarded 
highest honors on the BSU Dean's List 
for several semesters. Employed by 
the First Interstate Bank of Idaho, he 
is also serving an internship with D.B. 
Fitzpatrick and Co. 
Honored faculty member: Norman 
Gardner, associate professor of 
finance. 
Daniel P. Johnson 
Daniel P. Johnson, Boise, a senior 
geophysics and geology major, has 
been on the BSU Dean's List every 
semester he has attended. He is the 
co-author with John R Pelton of the 
paper "Gravity and Magnetic Studies 
of the Boise Geothermal Area." He 
has received both Society of Explora­
tion Geophysicists and Hecla-Bunker 
Hill scholarships. 
Honored faculty member: John R. 
Pelton, assistant professor of geology 
and geophysics. 
Denise Kechter, Rupert, a senior, is 
carrying a double major in finance 
and management. She has appeared 
on the BSU D�an's List each semester 
she has attended and has received 
several scholarships and awards. 
Honored faculty member: Dr. 
Edward K. Gili, associate professor of 
finance. 
Denise Kechter 
Laronna Kueny, a Hansen rancher, 
is a senior political science major. A 
member of Phi Kappa Phi and the Xi 
Chapter of Pi Sigma Alpha, she has 
received highest honors on the BSU 
Dean's List. 
Honored faculty member: Dr. Gre­
gory Raymond, professor of political 
science. 
Laronna Kueny 
Fae A. Riegert, Boise, is a senior 
accounting major. She participated in 
a Hewlett-Packard learning partner­
ship during the 1984 fall semester 
and she is currently employed part­
time at Fox & Co. for the income tax 
season. She has received highest 
honors on the BSU Dean's List for 
several semesters. 
Honored faculty member: Jerold 
Millier, assistant professor of 
Fae A. Riegert 
Debra S. Robinson, Boise, is a 
senior psychology major. A member 
of Phi Kappa Phi, she has been 
awarded a psychology department 
scholarship and is serving an intern­
ship as a lobbyist and intake counse­
lor with young adolescents for 
Planned Parenthood. 
Honored faculty member: Dr. Alan 
Brinton, professor of philosophy. 
Debra S. Robinson 
Terry D. Walker, Emmett, a senior 
physical education major, is a Laura 
M. Cunningham Scholar and has 
received highest honors on the BSU 
Dean's List. He is employed by 
Morrison-Knudsen Co., Inc. 
Honored faculty member: Phyllis 
Bowman, assistant professor of physi­
cal education. 
Terry D. Walker 
Tom Zimmerman, Boise, is an 
accounting major. He has been 
named to the BSU Dean's list all of 
the semesters since fall, 1981, and is 
a member of the honorary account­
ing fraternity Beta Alpha Psi. He has 
received an Albertson's scholarship. 
Honored faculty member: Jerold 
Millier, assistant professor of 
accounting. 
Tom Zimmerman 
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Honor Roll of Donors 
The following Honor Roll recognizes individuals, businesses, foundations and organizations 
making contributions to the Boise State University Foundation during 1984. 
Contributors are recognized in the following manner: 
Gifts of $1,000 or more: Chaffee Associates (CA) 
Gifts of $500-$999: President's Associates (PA) 
Gifts of $250-$499: Dean's Associates (DA) 
Gifts of $100-$249: University Associates (UA) 
Gifts up to $99: Foundation Associates (FA) 
In addition to the above designations, special contributions to the Frank Church Chair of Public 
Affairs are noted with uFC." 
During 1984, the BSU Foundation also received a number of shares of Boise Industrial Founda­
tion stock. These contributions are noted with a uBIF.u 
Several donors listed are completing their Morrison Center pledge payments and are noted 
"MC." They are not included in the giving society listings. 
Bennett, leslie (FA) Burch�rd, W.l. "Windy" (UA) 
Abbott, K�thleen (FA) 
Jennie G. & Pe�l Abell Trust (CA) 
Abercrombie, M�ry K. (CA) 
Benson, Fr�nk & Ele�nor (FA) (FC) 
Benthlen, Arden & Helen (FA) 
Benthin, Jennie (FA) (FC) 
Boise licensed Pr�ctic�l Nurses Assoc. 
(FA) (FC) 
Boise St�te University: 
Br�mmer, George F. & jackie (UA) (FC) 
Br�ndt, Mr. & Mrs. D�vid A. (FA) (FC) 
Br�ssey, Vern K. & Isabell. (FA) (FC) 
Br�un, lorne V. & lei� M. (FA) 
Brauner, leila (FA) (FC) 
Burd�, Mr. & Mrs. Bert A. (MC) (FC) 
Burden Center for the Aging, Inc. (FA) 
Ad� County Medic�l Society Auxili�ry 
(CA) 
Ad� Veterin�ry Hospit�l (FA) 
Ad�ir, Don H. & Jo�nne R. (FA) 
Ad�ms, John N. & M�ry E. (FA) 
Alden, hrl (BIF) 
Ad�ms, N�t J. & Associ�tes (UA) 
Ad�mson, Melvin l. & Patrici� M. (FA) 
Adkins, Dr. & Mrs. Howard (FA) 
Adlard, John & lind� (FA) 
Aeder, Arthur, Dover Fund, Inc. (PA) 
(FC) 
The Aerospace Corpor�tion (UA) 
Affeldt, Mr. & Mrs. D�vid A. (FA) (FC) 
Aguirre, Philip & Arlene (FA) (FC) 
Aherin, D�niel A. (UA) (FC) 
Ahrens, R�y & Betty (FA) (FC) 
Albertson, j.A. & K�thryn (DA) (FC) 
Albertsons, Inc. (UA) (Bif) 
Aldeco�, Delphine J. (FA) (FC) 
Alden, hrl (BIF) 
Aleunder, Mr. & Mrs. Cr�ig R. (FA) 
M. Alex�nder, Inc./Bill Simons (FA) 
Aleunder, Nichol�s & Penny (FA) 
All�n. Ch�rles & Myr� (FA) 
Allison, Mrs. l.B. & Curtis G. (fA) (FC) 
Aloh� Found�tion, George H. lehleitner 
(CA) (FC) 
Americ�n Hospit�l Supply Corp. 
Found�tion (DA) 
Ami, Mr. & Mrs. Gene J. (FA) 
Ancel, M�rk G. (UA) (FC) 
Arthur Andersen & Co. (CA) 
Anderson, H�rry & louise (FA) (FC) 
Anderson, K�ufm�n. Ringert & Cl�rk 
(UA) 
Anderson, Robert (FA) 
Andre�son, J.C. (FA) 
Andrews, Or�l F. (DA) 
Andrus, Don�ld B. & Queenie S. (FA) 
(FC) 
Anonymous Donor (FA) (FC) 
Anonymous Donor (CA) 
Anonymous Donor (CA) 
Ar�gon, Philip D. (FA) 
Armbruster, Ry�n P. & M�ry Teres� (FA) 
(FC) 
Arney, P�t W. (FA) (FC) 
Arrizab�l�g�. C�rol (FA) 
Arte, Mr. & Mrs. Jo�quin (FA) 
Asker, Sidney l. (FA) 
Assendrup, Mr. & Mrs. R�lph (FA) (FC) 
Atkinson, Rick M. (FA) 
Atwater, P.M.H. & Terry Young (FA) 
(FC) 
Austin, Judith (fA) (FC) 
Ayers, K�thleen l. (FA) 
Ayersm�n.J.P. (PA) 
B 
Baalson, Dougl�s E. (PA) 
B�bcock, Bernice l. (FA) (FC) 
B�bcock, Helene H. (FA) (FC) 
Baeck. Anne C. IF AI IFCl 
B�erlocher, Mr. & Mrs. Joe (FA) 
B�ggley, George F. (FA) 
Baird, Signe B. (UA) 
B�ker, Charles Willi�m & Elizabeth 
Flor�ng (PA) 
Baker, Dr. ge R. & Betty (FA) 
B�l�n. Phyllis (FA) (FC) 
Baldazo, P�blo & Je�nnette (DA) 
B�lding, C.l. (FA) (FC) 
B�ldwin, Arlene E. (FA) (FC) 
B�les, Gl�dys E. (FA) (FC) 
B�nks, Ch�rles & Betty (FA) (FC) 
B�ptiste, M.l. & Ruth A. (FA) 
Bardsley, Hevery S & W�nd� (FA) 
Barnard, K�ren J. (FA) (FC) 
Barnes, Ch�rles l. & Pe�rl (FA) (FC) 
Barnette, Edna M. (FA) (FC) 
l!arrell, B�rbar� K. (FA) (FC) 
B�rrett, S. H�tch (CA) 
B�rry, Donald E. (FA) 
B�rton, D�ve & l�ur� E. (FA) 
Bashford, Tim R. (UA) 
B�ssford, E.T. (FA) 
B�umgartner, Robert l. & Annemarie 
(UA) 
Buter, Robert l. & Dorothea (FA) 
Beck, C�rl� W. (FA) (FC) 
Becker, Dr. D.W., Jr (DA) (FC) 
Becker, Winifred (FA) (FC) 
Beckste�d Cooper Co. (PA) 
Bekked�hl,linda (FA) 
Bell, Brent & K�ren (UA) (FC) 
Bell, Dr. Donn� l. (UA) (FC) 
Belsc�mper, Mr. & Mrs. H�rl�nd (FA) 
(FC) 
Bender, Dorothy (FA) 
Benedict, Mr. & Mrs. Robert (FA) 
Bennett, Don D. & Doris F. (FA) (FC) 
Bennett, G�ry l. & Sus�n (UA} 
Bentley, Keith E. (FA) 
Berenter, Joe & H�rriet (FA) (FC) 
Berkoff, B�rry I. (UA) (FC) 
Berrey, Gertrude (FA) (FC) 
Betebenner, George W. (FA) 
Bettis, M. Gary & K�thleen (FA) 
Betty, M�rgaret (FA) 
Bieber, Mr. & Mrs. D�vid (FA) (FC) 
Bier, Rickey l. (FA) 
Bilbo�. Frank & Fr�nces (FA) (FC) 
Billiard, Jeri (FA) (FC) 
Bills, DeW�yne A. (UA) 
Bishop's Discretion�ry Fund (UA) 
Bittner, Helen I. (FA) (FC) 
Bitzenburg, James R. (UA) 
Bixby, Mich�el & Sh�ron A. (FA) 
Bl�ckburn, Rex & N�ncy (FA) (FC) 
Bl�ckwell, Nedr� (FA) (FC) 
Bl�ine, Mr. & Mrs. J�mes W., Jr. (FA) 
Bl�nksm�. Mr. & Mrs. Harold (UA) (FC) 
Bl�nton, j. Ch�rles (CA) 
Bleymaier, Eugene A. & D�nelll. (CA) 
Bliss, Bud & Glend� (FA) 
Bodily, Chris & K�thy Gordon (FA) 
Boesiger, M�x A., Inc. (FA) IFC) 
Bogus B�sin Recre�tional Associ�tion •. 
Inc (DA) 
Bo1se Bench lion's Club, Inc. (CA) 
Boise Cuc�de Corp. (CA) 
Boise Central Tr�des & l�bor Council 
(UA) (FC) 
Alumni Associ�tion (CA) 
Associ�ted Student Body (CA) 
Bronco Athletic Associ�tion (CA) 
Biology De�rtment (FA) 
Bookstore (CA) 
Culin�ry Arts Cl�ss (DA) 
Golf Te�m (DA) 
libmy (CA) 
MUSIC De�rtment (CA) 
School of Voc�honai-Technic�l 
Education (CA) 
Vo·Tech Student Coordin�ting 
Committee (CA) 
Wives & Women (CA) 
Boise Stone Co., Inc. (FA) 
Boise V�lley JACl (UA) (FC) 
Bol�nd, Gr�ce (FA) (FC) 
Boles, Helen (UA) (FC) 
Boll�nd, R�ymond l. (FA) 
Bonded Foods Comp�ny (UA) 
Bondur�nt, lee R. & Nancy N. (PA) 
Booker, luell� M. (FA) (FC) 
Born, Mary lucile (FA) (FC) 
Britt Bowden Est�te (CA) 
Bowen, Gordon S. & Emma (FA) (FC) 
Bowler, Bruce (FA) (FC) 
Bowm�n, Rose & Del (FA) (FC) 
Bowm�n, Terry l. (CA) 
Boyd, Mr. & Mrs. Bill R. (FA) (FC) 
Boyd, Fr�nic & Marie (FA) (FC) 
Boyd, J�mes l. & Amilett� (FA) (FC) 
Br�dley, Gladys (FA) (FC) 
Brendlinger, N�ncy B. (FA) (FC) 
Brewington, Gary & Viki (FA) 
Briggs, P�ul R. & M�rg�ret A. (MC) 
Bright, Cliff & Ruth (FA) (FC) 
Av� C. Brinck Est�te (CA) 
Broillier, V. Emmet & C�therine (FA) 
Brookover, Hollis (FA) (FC) 
Brookover, j. G�ry (FA) (FC) 
Brookover, Mr. & Mrs. J. Gordon (FA) 
(FC) 
Brown, Bob M. (FA) (FC) 
Brown, Br�dford D. & Jenny (FA) (FC) 
Brown, Dr. & Mrs. Don�ld E. (FA) 
Brown, Mr. & Mrs. Robert J .• )r. (FA) 
Brown, Timothy & Regin� (FA) 
Browne, J�y R. (FA) 
Bruce, Mr. & Mrs. J�mes E., Jr, (FA) (FC) 
Brunn, George & Ruth (FA) (FC) 
Brunskill, Essie R. (FA) (FC) 
Brusse�u. J�mes F. (FA) 
Bry�n, Mrs. Ed (FA) (FC) 
Bry�nt, Ch�rles l. & P�uline J, (UA) 
Bry�nt, Marvin P. & M�rg�ret A. (FA) 
Budell, M. Edw�rd (FA) (FC) 
Budge, Mrs. Bruce C. (FA) 
Buell, Mr. & Mrs. lloyd (FA) (FC) 
Buffington, Mr. & Mrs. M. De�n (UA) 
Bunderson, H�rold & M�ry (UA) 
Bunker, J�ck (FA) 
Bunlting, M�rg�ret (BIF) 
(FC) 
Burdick, Senator Quentin & Jocelyn 
(FA) (FC) 
Burke, C�rl (UA) (FC) 
Burke, C�rolyn Spicer (FA) (FC) 
Burke, Eliz�beth D. (FA) (FC) 
Burke, larry (FA) 
Burmester, Jo�n K. & Rex (FA) 
Burns, Bill (FA) 
Burns, M�rilyn l. (FA) (FC) 
Burns, M�rylu & St�n (UA) (FC) 
Burros, Mr. & Mrs. Don�ld (UA) (FC) 
Bush, Mr. & Mrs. D. Cl�ir (UA) (FC) 
Butler, J�mes J. & Ben (FA) 
c 
C&J Enterprises, Jim Borton (UA) 
C�fritz, Conr�d (DA) (FC) 
C�fritz, Mr. & Mrs Willi�m N. (UA) (FC) 
C�ldwell, lmy (FA) (FC) 
Caldwell Profession�! Center, Inc. (UA) 
(FC) 
C�ll. Mr. & Mrs. Chester l. (UA) 
C�llender, Fr�nk D. (FA) (FC) 
C�mpbell, A.G. (FA) (FC) 
C�mpbell, Gl�dys M. & A.H. Guan (FA) 
(FCj 
C�mpbell, Mr. & Mrs. Willi�m S. & 
hmily (PA) (FC) 
C�nnang, Mr. & Mrs. Stephen T. (FA) 
C�nnon, Mrs. How�rd W. (FA) (FC) 
C�pener, Odell & lor�ine (FA) 
President's Report 
In my recent "State of the University Address/' I outlined a 
programmatic approach to Boise State's future, or, u A New 
Progressivism." As was characteristic of the progressive move­
ment, urban universities must focus teaching, research and 
public service on contemporary public problems. 
Boise State University is in a unique position to play a signifi­
cant role in assisting the City of Boise and the State of Idaho 
with the many challenges which lay ahead. Through partner­
ships with government and business leaders as well as enter­
prising individuals, the University will deliver an educational 
system and provide mindpower resources like no other institu­
tion can. 
"Through partnerships • • .  the Vni· 
wrsit:y will deliwr an educational 
system and prfWide mindpower 
resources like no other institution 
can." 
The year 1984 was a benchmark for Boise State University 
and the BSU Foundation. We celebrated the opening of the 
Morrison Center for the Performing Arts and the renovation of 
the Subal Theater for the Communication Building. We said 
good-bye to a dear friend, Senator Frank Church, and wel­
comed his generous gift of his Senatorial Papers with enthusi­
asm and pride. The University also made plans for a center for 
technology in 1984, and watched as visions became blueprints 
with the major contribution by eight local investors for the 
Simplot/Micron Center for Technology. 
This is not to say that 1984 was without its frustrating and 
sometimes excrutiating moments. The University continues to 
battle for its share of state funding and the level of support in 
general. But the successes far overshadow the disappointments 
as Boise State expands in the area of research and graduate 
programs and the delivery of all disciplines and services to the 
public. 
We are grateful for your support and hope you feel you 
have received a more than adequate return on your invest­
ment in BSU. As the University looks to the future, we hope 
you will be along side us with your continued support. 
J:!::���  
President 
Boise State University 
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Capps, Kathryn E. & Randy (FA) 
Carleton, W.F. & Mrs. W.F. (FA) (FC) 
Carley, Joan D. (BIF) 
Carlile, Bob (UA) 
Carlson, Mr. & Mrs. Howard (FA) (FC) 
Carlson, Mr. & Mrs. lynn l. (FA) 
Carlson, Mr. & Mrs. Melvin R. (FA) (FC) 
Carman, Helen E. (FA) (FC) 
Carol jean & Darrell . Hudson (FA) (FC) 
Carpenter, Mr. & Mrs. James D. (UA) 
(FC) 
Carringer, Mark & Jackie (FA) 
Carroll, Mr. & Mrs. David A. (FA) 
Carstens, )iy (FA) 
C01rter, Max D. & Irene (FA) 
Cirter, Richard G. & De01nn01 K. (FA) 
Carver, John A., Jr. (CA) (FC) 
C01se, Dale & Millie Ann (FA) (FC) 
Cisteel, John l. & Audeline ). (FA) 
Caylor, Ruthann & John (FA) 
Cellan, Mr. & Mrs. Merle (FA) (FC) 
Centra' Paving Co., Inc. (UA) 
Cesler, Patty (FA) 
Chilffee, E. Barton & leane R. (FA) 
Chaffee, Eugene B. & lois (CA) (FC) 
Chaffer, Mr. & Mrs. E.G. (FA) (FC) 
Chaffin, Emmeline M. (FA) (FC) 
Chambers, Terrance l. & Ellie (FA) 
Chance, Don (FA) (FC) 
Chase, Mr. & Mrs. larry (UA) 
Chastain, Richard M. & Helen (FA) (FC) 
Chatburn, Dr. & Mr. A. H. (UA) 
Chatterton, Robert & Kathy (FA) 
Chavoor, Evelyn (FA) (FC) 
Chirico, Anthony (FA) (FC) 
Chisholm, Mr. & Mrs. Burt B. (FA) (FC) 
Church, Ann H. (FA) (FC) 
Church, Bethine (FA) 
Civil War Roundtable (RA) 
Clark, Harry & Beverly (UA) 
Clark, lila )o (FA) (FC) 
Clark, Virgil I. (FA) (FC) 
Cl01y, Mr. & Mrs. R.H. (FA) (FC) 
Clayton, Diane (FA) 
Clayton, James l. (FA) (FC) 
Cloninger, Eliz01beth Buck (FA) 
Cloverdale Funeral Home (UA) 
Clyde, Mr. & Mrs. Earl (FA) 
Coca Cola Bottling Company (BIF) 
Collias, John & lily (FA) (FC) 
Collier, David & Cristina (FA} 
Collins, Steve T. (FA) (FC) 
Columbian Club (PA) 
Communication Splicing & Engineering 
(UA) (FC) 
Communication Workers of America 
(FA) (FC) 
Compton, Glenn M. (FA) 
Connecticut Mutual ife (PA) 
Construction Management Association 
(DA) 
Continental ife & Accident Co. (BIF) 
Cook, Richard l. (FA) 
Cook, Robert (FA) (FC) 
Cooper, Mrs. Gene (FA) 
Cooper, Ruel N. & Susan F. (FA) 
Copple, Mr. & Mrs. Robert H. (FA) (FC) 
Corbet, Ross (FA) 
Corbett, Cpl. Steven R. (FA) (FC) 
Cordes, Gary_ C. (FA) 
Corlett, E.). & Bertha (FA) (FC) 
Cortez, Richard & Gerri (FA) 
Cotrell, lee & Irene (FA) (FC) 
Coughlin, James). (FA) 
Courtney, Rubylee (FA) 
Cowperthwaite, Robert W. (FA) (FC) 
Cox, Kenneth & Nona (FA) (FC) 
Craigie, Mr. & Mrs. l.C. (FA) 
Crane, David E. (FA) 
Cranston, John (UA) 
Crepps. Patti (FA) 
Croft, Edwin & Shirley (UA) 
Crosby, Bob (FA) 
Crossland, Samuel H. (CA) 
Cruikshank, Douglas B. (FA) 
Cummins, Keith & Bonnie (FA) 
Curl, Richard (FA) 
Culver, Edna R. (FA) 
Curington, Mr. & Mrs. Cecil ). (FA) (FC) 
Curtis, Mr. & Mrs. Garry (FA) (FC) 
Curtis, Glenn & Mamie (FA) (FC) 
Cushman, Robert & Susan (FA) (FC) 
Cutler, A. Riley (FA! 
. 
Cutler, Mr. & Mrs. Cy (PA) (FC) 
Cutler, lloyd & louise (UA) (FC) 
D 
D.B.S. Foundation, Inc. (UA) (FC) 
Dahlberg, John, Jr. (FA) 
Dalton, Allen & Sandra (FA) 
Daly, D. Stanton (FA) 
Daly, John Charles (UA) (FC) 
Dargatz, Robert & Barbara (UA) (FC) 
David, Salley E. Bonner (UA) 
Davidson, C. Gir01rd (UA) (FC) 
Davidson, Dr. & Mrs. Glen W. (FA) (FC) 
Davidson, Mowbr01y & Georgia (FA) (FC) 
Davies, Carole & Ralph (FA) (FC) 
Davies, Kenneth & Patricia (FA) 
Davis, Mr. & Mrs. R01lph ). (FA) (FC) 
Davis, Robert & Estelle (FA) 
Dawson, C01rol E. (FA) 
Day, Donald M. (UA) (FC) 
Day, Mr. & Mrs. Ernest E. (CA) (FC) 
Oily, Jeff (FA) 
Dedman, Roger Alan & Helen (FA) 
DeMeyer, JoAnna (MC) 
deNeufville, Mr. & Mrs. Robert (CA) 
Denson, Robert & Harriet (FA) 
DeP01n, Barry D. (fA) 
DePan, Ramond, Family (FA) (FC) 
DePaul. Arnold (FA) (FC) 
Derrer, Dr. Reynold & Marion (FA) 
Deshon, Dan & Teresa (fA) (FC) 
Detty, John E. & Joan K. (FA) (FC) 
Devine, Marian Alice (FA) (FC) 
Devlin, Blaine & Virginia (FA) 
Dillion, Wilda (FA) (FC) 
Dingel, M. Allyn, Jr. (UA) (FC} 
Ditty, Merlin & Shirley (fA) (FC) 
Dixon, Thomas F. & linda (CA) 
Dobbin, Ronald, family (FA) (FC) 
Dogole, S. Harrison (DA) (FC) 
Dorman, Mr. & Mrs. lee (fA) (FC) 
Dorton, Thomas & Dorothy (FA) (FC) 
Drake, Ro�rt l. & Sandr01 (FA) 
A Message from the Foundation President 
In 1984, the Boise State University Foundation celebrated its 
Twentieth Anniversary. Contributors helped celebrate this 
occasion by giving in record numbers. Over 1600 gifts more 
than doubled the level of contributions received during 1983. 
Increased financial support is much more than just the result 
of increased fund-raising efforts. It serves as a barometer indi­
cating that individuals, corporations and foundations approve 
of the progress Boise State University is making and are willing 
to help ensure its future. 
As President of the Foundation for the last three years, I 
have watched a handful of volunteers and supporters grow 
into a small army with whom any person would be proud to be 
associated. I salute and thank you for your commitment to the 
University and the BSU Foundation as evidenced by your 
financial and moral support. 
The saying that "great accomplishments lead to even greater 
accomplishments" is very appropriate with respect to the Boise 
State University Foundation. While we favorably reflect on a 
great 1984, we are busily planning an even greater 1985. After 
considerable review, the Foundation is launching the $1 mil­
lion Great Scholars Campaign to benefit academic scholarships 
and the BSU Library. 
"GTeat accomplishments lead to e� 
gTeater accomplishments" 
In order to reach our goal, your continued and increased 
support becomes crucial. Your contribution will never make a 
greater impact than now as we invest in two of the University's 
greatest resources-its students and the library. 
We look forward to having you join us in meeting these new 
and worthwhile challenges. 
Dryden, Wolliam G. (FA} (FC) 
Dubois, Jim (FA) 
Dufour, Barbara ). (FA) 
Duggan, Florence (FA) (FC) 
Duke, Dr. & Mrs. Victor (FA) 
Duncan, Arthur T. (FA) 
Duncan, Gary & Julie (FA) 
Dunkley, William K. (UA) 
Dunn, A. Dale & Jane (UA) 
Durbin, Elaine (FA) (FC) 
Durbin, George & Dorothy (FA) 
Dyer, Barbara (FA) 
Dyson, Patricia Merrie (UA) 
E 
EG&G Foundation (UA) 
Eagles Auxiliary (FA) 
Curtis Eaton Ranch (UA) (FC) 
EBCO, Inc. (DA) (MC) 
Ebright, Mike (FA) (FC) 
Echeverria, John (FA) 
Edgerton, Donald C. (FA) 
Edlefsen, Bernice & Russ (FA) (FC) 
Edwards, Bob & Marilyn (FA) 
Egelston, R.W. & Catherine (UA) 
Eggers, Mr. & Mrs. Adolph C. (FA) (FC) 
Eiguren, Joe V. & jean P. (FA) (FC) 
Elaimy, W01die (FA) 
Elder, )ames S. & Helen (FA) (FC) 
Elliott, Colin (UA) 
Elliott, Jerry & Nancy (FA) 
Ellis, Rulon & lorraine (FA) (fC) 
Ellsworth, Dr. & Mrs. Roy (DA) (FC) 
Elloriaga, John (CA) 
Emerald Day Care Center (FA) 
Ennis, Verla B. (FA) (fC) 
Equitable life Assurance Society (CA) 
Esher, Charles & Mary (FA) (FC) 
Euzkaldunak of Caldwell (CA) 
Evans, Augusta C. (fA) (FC) 
Evans, Blaine (fA) (FC) 
Evans, Fay ). (FA) (fC) 
Everets, Mr. & Mrs. W.E., Jr. (FA) 
Everett, james P. (FA) (FC) 
Eversmeyer, Steven C. (FA) 
Ewy, David (PA) 
Exxon Education Foundation (DA) (FC) 
F 
Falk, Bessie H. (FA) 
Falk, Karen l. (FA) (FC) 
Fanning, Gleyn M. (FA) (FC} 
Farneman, Jim (fA) 
· 
Farrer, Helen M. (FA) (FC) 
Farwest Steel Co. (UA) 
Fast, Philip S. (UA) 
Faught, M.l. (FA) 
Fausset, Mr. & Mrs. louis R. (UA) 
Fenske, Mr. & Mrs. H. Francis IF AI IFCI 
Fereday, Mr. & Mrs. Russell D. (FA) (FC) 
ferguson, James & Susan (FA) (FC) 
Ferrel, James P. (FA) 
Fields, Emily H. (FA) (FC) 
Filipino American Community of Idaho 
(PA) 
finance American Co. (FA) 
Finch-Brown Company (DA) 
Findlay, Mr. & Mrs. Alexander G. (FA) 
(FC) 
Finn, Ronald F. (FA) (FC) 
First Interstate Bank (PA) 
Fisher, Bari S. (FA) 
Fisher, Betty Jo (FA) 
Fisher, Douglas & Mak Nae (UA) 
fisher, Garth J. & Joann S. (FA) 
��-Vl�g 
Fred P. Thompson, )r. 
President 
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Fisher, William R. & Emma l. (fA) 
Fisherman, Freddie Sue (FA) (FC) 
Fisherman, Dr. & Mrs. Henry (FA) (FC) 
Fisk, Maria S. (FA) 
Fisk, Paul & Clydie (FA) 
Fleischman, C.A. (FA) (FC) 
Fletcher Oil Company (MC) 
Florence, Mrs. Otto (FA) (FC) 
Ford, Karin E. (FA) (FC) 
Forney, William D. (UA) 
Forrest, Ray & Viola C. (FA) 
Forstner, Harland & Berneeta J. (PA) 
(FC) 
foster, Mr. & Mrs. Robert H. (FA) (FC) 
Foster, William & Evelyn D. (FA) (F) 
fouser, Trudy & Scott (FA) (FC) 
Fouts, Harold l. (FA) 
Franzoia, Michael ). (FA) 
Freeburn, Dennis H. & Kathy l. (UA) 
(FC) 
Fretwell, Carma Jean (FA) 
Fritchman, Harry & Beverly (UA) 
Fuhrman, William A. & Christen (FA) 
Fulghum, Erie & Cecile (FA} (FC} 
Fuller, Eugene & jacquelyn (FA) 
Fulwyler, Mr. & Mrs. Robert l. (DA) 
Furmanski, Mr. & Mrs. R.l. (FA) (FC) 
G 
G.D. Searle & Co. (UA) 
Gabiola, Mr. & Mrs. John E. (FA} (FC) 
Gaddis, Mr. & Mrs. Robert E. (DA) 
Gaige, A. John and Neta (CA) 
Galey, Mrs. F.S., Sr. (FA) (FC) 
Galey, frank & Gwendolyn R., Jr. (FA) 
(FC) 
Gallagher, Patricia (FA) (fC) 
Gallup, lyman (FA) (FC) 
Gambles, Jody W. & Debra (FA) 
Gannett Foundation (CA) 
Garden City Senior Citizens Assn. (FA} 
(FC) 
Garrett, Cheryl A. (FA) 
Garrett Photography (FA) 
Garvin, Kay (FA) 
Gate City Steel Corp. (BIF) 
Gawith, )an (FA) (FC) 
General Motors Corporation (CA) 
Gentry, Clair l. & Marie (FA) (FC) 
George, Gerald & Maria (FA) 
Gibb, Marjorie (CA) 
Gibbs, Mariah Ann (FA) 
Gibson, Elizabeth (FA) (FC) 
Gilbert, Col. & Mrs. Vernon (FA) 
Giles, Mary (FA) (FC) 
Gilkey, Robert & Norma (FA) 
Gill, Edward K. (FA) 
Gill, leslie (CA) 
Gillenwater, Ray & Jo (FA) 
Gillespie, Clyde (FA) (FC) 
Gillespie, Tom (FA} 
Gilmore, )ames & Florence (PA) (FC) 
Giovi, larry & Geri (MC) 
Givens, louis & Frances (FA) (FC) 
Gjording, Jack S. & Janie (UA) (FC) 
Beatrice & Morris Glasser Foundation 
(FA) (FC) 
Glendinning, )ames (FA) 
Glenn, Gene & Ruth (FA) (FC) 
Goerke, Thomas & laura (FA) 
Goffin, Myron (UA) 
Golis, Dale & Eugene (FA) (FC) 
Good, Arnold B. (FA) 
Gottenberg, Marguerite (DA) 
Gowen Field Officers' Club (FA) 
Grady, Helen, (UA) (FC) 
Graham, Chester W. (UA) (FC) 
Graham, Robert & Rebecca (UA) 
Gramann, Mr. & Mrs. Maurice H. (CA) 
Grammer, Wayne & Mary (FA) (FC) 
Grant, Mr. & Mrs. John G. (UA) 
Gratton, Mr. & Mrs. Joe (FA) (FC) 
Gray, Mr. & Mrs. Elwood (FA) (FC) 
Greene, Nancy (FA) (FC) 
Greene, Mr. & Mrs. Maurice (FA) (FC) 
Greenwalt, Burt & Shauna (FA) (FC) 
Greenwood, Robert W. (FA) 
Greer, Geraldine (FA) 
Gregory, Henry M. (FA) 
Grimes, Gean (FA) (FC) 
Crisco, Mary (FA) (FC) 
Gronningsater, Mr. & Mrs. Arne (FA) 
(FC) 
Gross, Harold & Penelope (FA) 
Gruber, Robert & Vera (UA) 
Gustafson, John R. (FA) 
Guyon, la)une (FA) (FC) 
H 
Haberman, Ronald & Althea (FA) 
Hackney, Carol Covington (FA) 
Hager, Robert & Maud (FA) (FC) 
Hale, Preston Q. (UA) 
Hall, Mr. & Mrs. Arthur (FA) (FC) 
Hall, Utahna l. (FA) (FC) 
Hallberg, Frederick & Irene (FA) (FC) 
Hallvik, Mr. & Mrs. C.C. (FA) (FC) 
Hamill, lou (UA) 
Hamill, Robert & Jo (FA) (FC) 
Hamilton, Robert & Kay (FA) (FC) 
Hamon, Marguerite (FA) 
Hampton, Gregory (FA) 
Hancock, Ben E. & Deborah, Jr. (UA) 
(FC) 
John Hancock Ins. (FA) 
Handley. Agnes (FA) (FC) 
Hanisch, Rich .. rd (FA) 
Hansberger, Robert & Klara (MC) 
Hansen, laMar, Marie & Michael (FA) 
(FC) 
Hansen, Morella (UA) (FC) 
Hansen, Ralph & lillian (FA) 
Hardy, David & Grace (FA) 
Harmel, Dr. John & Isabella (UA) (FC) 
Harmon, Don & Jane (FA) 
Harnagin, James (FA) (FC) 
Harrell, Sandy & Evelyn (FA) (FC) 
W. Averell Harriman Foundation (CA) 
(FC) 
Harold l. Harris General Construction 
(FA) (FC) 
Harris, Hugh & Ruth (FA) (fC) 
Harris, Donna (FA) (FC) 
Harrison, Betty (FA) (FC) 
Harryman, Alice (UA) (FC) 
Harsha, Philip (UA) 
Harshman, Robert (FA) 
Hart, Anna Marie (FA) (FC) 
Hart, Mary Ann (FA) (FC) 
l'larl, Dr. Richard & Ramona (PA) 
Haskin, Anna (FA) (FC) 
Hastings. George & Eileen (FA) (FC) 
Hatch, Ada Y. (FA) (FC) 
Hatton, Alice (FA) (FC) 
Hawkins, W. Earl (FA) 
Haworth, Marvin & Doris (FA) 
Hayes. Scott & janet (FA) 
Hayes, Mr. & Mrs. William (FA) (FC) 
Hays, William D. & Ann (FA) 
Healy, Michael & Irene (UA) (FC) 
Heaton, Doyle (UA) 
Hedges, Edward & )ana (FA) 
Hefley, Martha (FA) (FC} 
Hegstrom, Ann (FA) (FC} 
Heidenreich, Myrte (FA} (FC) 
Helferty, lryne (FA) 
Henderson, Mr. & Mrs. Alfred (MC) 
Hendrick, Clarence & Beth (FA) (FC) 
Hennessey, Thomas & Alice (UA} 
Henson, Ann (FA) 
Herndon, Emmett & Janet (FA) IFCl 
Hewitt, Ardis (BIF) 1BIF} 
Herrig, Daniel & linda (FA} 
Hewlett Packard (CA) 
Hibler, Jim (FA) 
Hickman, Joel & Marianne (FA} 
Higer, Dale & Ramona (FA} (FC) 
Higgens, H.l. (BIF} 
Hill, Fred & Betty (FA) 
Hill Brokerage Company (UA) 
Hines, Carol (UA} 
Hinger, loren & Dee (FA) 
Hinkle, Barth & Catherine (FA} 
Hintze, Paul & Marjorie (DA} 
Hirschburg, Peter & Marianne (CA} 
Hitt, Elizabeth (UA) (FC) 
Hobbins, Richard & Karen, Jr. (UA) 
Hodge, Mr. & Mrs. Robert (UA) 
Hoffman, Col. & Mrs. Robert (FA) 
Hogg, Mr. & Mrs. Thomas (FA) 
Hoke, Carol & Jack (UA) 
Hoke, Elaine (FA) (FC) 
Edwin & Grace Hokin Foundation 
(FC) (UA) 
Hollingsworth, Dr. James (FA) 
Hollingsworth, Gene I. (UA) 
Holloway, Kent (FA) 
Holtz, Richard & Patricia (MC) 
Hon, William (UA) (FC) 
Hooten, Alvin G. (UA) 
Hopkins, Harold & Therese (FA) (FC) 
Hopper, Joseph & Bette (FA) (FC) 
Hopper Electric Service, Inc. (FA) 
Horn, Raymond (FA) (FC) 
Horne, John E. (FA) (FC) 
Horrigan, John R. & Miriam (FA) 
Horsley, Milton & Emma (UA) (FC} 
Hosack, Robert & Nancy (FA) (FC) 
Hoss, Carl M. (UA) 
Howland, David & Rose (UA) 
Hower, loyall. (CA) (FC) 
Huckstep House Movers (CA) 
Huey, Mr. & Mrs. lee (FA) 
Humfeld, Maj. Gen. & Mrs. H.E. (FA) 
Hummel, Charles & lissa_(FA) (FC) 
Humphrey, Howard & Carol (FA) 
Hunt, Albert & Mildred (FA) 
Hunt, Arthur (FA) 
Hunt, Guy l. (UA) 
Hurley, Catherine & Timothy (FA) (FC) 
Huskey, Darryl & loreatha (FA) 
Hoskinson, Robert & Sue (FA) 
Huston, Dorothy l. (FA} 
Hutchins, Alan (FA) 
I 
IBM Corp. (DA) (FC) 
Idaho Bank & Trust Co./Robert 
Hemingway Foundation (CA) 
Idaho Farmers Union (UA) (FC) 
Idaho First National Bank (MC) (DA) 
Idaho Power Company (CA) 
Idaho Sand & Gravel Co. (DA) 
Idaho State Afl-CIO (DA) (FC) 
Idaho State Chefs 01nd Culin01rians, Inc. 
Idaho !>tate Chefs and Culinarians, Inc. 
Apprentices (CA) 
Idaho State Democratic Central 
Committee (FA) 
IFECO, Inc. (UA) 
lieu, Frank, Jr. (FA) 
lmel, leslie D. & Mildred l. (PA) 
lmmesberger, Adeline J, (FA) (FC) 
Independent Auto Sales (FA) (FC) 
Ingle, Mrs. Gerald (FA) (FC) 
Inouye, Carol (FA) (FC) 
The Interlude Bar, Inc. (FA) 
International Order of Odd Fellows 
(CA) 
International Woodworkers of America 
(FA) (FC) 
Interstate Electric Supply, Inc. (CA) 
Irvin, Mr. & Mrs. William E. (CA) 
Isaacson, Terry l. (FA) 
Iverson, Bert (FA) 
Iverson-Shaw, Inc. (FA) 
J 
J.O.C. Club (FA) (FC) 
Jackson, James H. (UA) (FC) 
Jackson, Reginal & Annie (FA) (FC) 
Jackson, Georse (FA) 
Jacoby, Ed & Jean (FA) 
Jaffee Foundation (CA) (FC) 
James, Betty ). (FA) (FC) 
James, Douglas & Ann (FA) (FC) 
Jameson, R.D. & Pauline (UA) 
Jameson, William D. & D. Kay (FA) (FC) 
Jeffee, Saul (UA) (FC) 
Jenkins, Helen M. (FA) 
Jenkins, Dr. Robert & Della (UA) 
Jenne, Dennis (FA) 
Jensen, Herbert (UA) 
Jensen, Robert (FA) (FC) 
Jensen, Rod & Cindy (FA) 
Jensen, Ronald & Adelaide (FA) 
Jerome Democr<ttic Women's Club (FA) 
(FC) 
Johnson, Bryon & Kay (FA) (FC) 
Johnson, C<trl & Helen (MC) 
Johnson, Douglas & Katherine (FA) (FC) 
Johnson, June (FA) (FC) 
Johnson, Kay & Ann Joslin (FA) 
Johnson, Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth (MC) 
Johnson, Kirk A. (FA) 
Johnson, 0.). (FA) (FC) 
Johnson, Peter & Carolyn (UA) 
Johnson, Robert Cooke and K<tren Sve<t 
(FA) (FC) 
Johnston, Mr. & Mrs. Harry D., Jr. (FA) 
loki, Alex A. & Katherine I. (FA) (FC) 
Jones, Christopher & Kathryn (FA) 
Jones, R;Jiph R., M.D. (UA) 
Joseph, Frederick & Katherine (FA) (FC) 
Joy, Bette R. (FA) (FC) 
Joyce, lilni C. (FA) 
Joyner, Shirley (FA) (FC) 
K 
Kaiser, Gary & Verlene (FA) 
Ki!mpelmiln, M<lx M. (DA) (FC) 
Karnowski, Catherine (FA) (FC) 
Kaufman, Georse S. (FA) 
Kearns, jay (FA) 
Keefer, Mr. & Mrs. J.A. (UA) (FC) 
Keely, Byron (FA) (FC) 
Kehne, Budd & Milraaret (FA) (FC) 
Kehne, Tracey (FA) 
Kehrer, Kenneth & Frances (UA) 
Kehrer, Willard (UA) 
Keiser, John & Nancy (UA) 
Keller, John G. (FA) (FC) 
Kellogg, Wilson & Shirley (fA) (FC) 
Kelly, Doris A. (DA) (FC) 
Kent, Pernect (UA) (FC) 
Keppler, William & Nancy (UA) (FC) 
Kerby, Frank, Jr. (FA) 
Kerr, Robert, Jr. (FA) (FC) 
Kerr, Ronald & Linda (UA) (FC) 
Kester, John & Dianne (UA) 
Kibbe, Kim (FA) 
Kiler, Alvilrd & Jo (UA) 
Killingbeck, Earl & Rose (UA) 
Kinch, Mr. & Mrs. Ivan (FA) (FC) 
King, Briiln & Nowell (UA) (fC) 
King, Henry & Karen (FA) 
Kirby, Genevieve (FA) (FC) 
Kirk, Glen & Evelyn (FA) 
Kirk, Cathy & larry (UA) 
Kirkwood, M<try (FA) (FC) 
Kite-Powell, Stephen & Kathleen (FA) 
(FC) 
Kleimann, Stephen & Carolyn (FA) (FC) 
Klein, Edith Miller (PA) 
Klein, George & Elvera (UA) (FC) 
Klein, Vivian (FA) (FC) 
Kline, Williilm & Beverly (UA) 
Knap, Anthony & Doris (FA) 
Gifts to the 
Boise State University 
Foundation, Inc. 
TOTAL ASSETS REACH $3.1 
MILLION AS CONTRIBU­
TIONS EXCEED $1 MilLION 
Assets of the Boise State 
University Foundation grew to 
$3.1 million in 1984, excluding 
the generous gifts for the 
Simplot/Micron Center for 
Technology and payments of 
Morrison Center pledges. This 
compares to the record $2.2 
million at the end of 1983. 
Seventeen new endowed 
funds were created during the 
year, bringing the total 
number to eighty-three. Of 
particular significance was the 
passing of the $1 million mark 
in endowments for scholar­
ships. The Foundation was 
also grateful for the efforts fo 
Clair Bush, trustee and 1943 
alumnus, for his efforts in 
chairing the Decade 40's Fund 
drive for the $40,000 library 
endowment. 
The year 1984 produced a 
record number of contribu­
tors to the Foundation. There 
was a 100% increase in donors 
over 1983, from approximately 
800 to over 1,600. Contribu­
tions also increased dramati­
cally, with $1,005,447 donated 
in 1984 (excluding the major 
gifts of stock for the Simplot/ 
Micron Center), compared to 
$667,594 in 1983. 
1664 
1,056 
Do 
1981-82 1983 1984 
Contributors to the 
BSU Foundation• 
$1,005,447 
$667,594 
D $278,634 I I 
1981-82 1983 1984 
Contributions Received 
Through BSU Foundation• 
$3,126,850 
$2,187,298 
$743,148 
1981-82 1983 1984 
Assets of the 
BSU Foundation• 
•Fogures do not onclude '\.\orroson Cenl('r and 
Somplot/Motron Center funds 
Kofoed, D. Alan (FA) (FC) 
Koloski, linda (FA) 
Kootenai County Democratic Central 
Committee (FA) (FC) 
Kopke, Fred & Marth<t (FA) (FC) 
Kopp, Elizabeth Buck (FA) 
Koppel, Mr. & Mrs. Howard (FA) (FC) 
H. Koppel Company (FA) 
Korb, lady E. (FA) (FC) 
Kress, Mr. & Mrs. Homer (FA) (FC) 
Kulm, Jeff (FA) 
Kyle, Richard & Priscilla (FA) 
L 
lacy, Ralph E. & Mary C. (FA) (FC) 
LaCava, Gerald J, & Annie (FA) 
laid�w. James A. (FA) 
lansille, John W. & JoAnne (FA) 
lansroise, Gladys (CAl 
Larsen, Keith (UA) (FC) 
larsen, Mr. & Mrs. Morris (FA) (FC) 
Larson, Jay R. & Rae Ann (UA) 
Laursen, Mr. & Mrs. Richard l. (UA) 
lawson, Steven & Jolyn (FA) 
laysure, GlenS. (FA) (FC) 
leavenworth, Mr. & Mrs. Cameron D. 
(FA) (FC) 
Leaverton, William l. & M<�rtha lou (PA) 
lee, Randolph D. (UA) 
Lesgeu, Dr. Ellen P. (UA) 
Leitner, Mr. & Mrs. Elton R. (FA) (FC) 
lenfest, George C. & lois Malnati (FA) 
(FC) 
leRoy, lucile A. (CA) 
lesser, Dr. & Mrs. louis F. (FA) 
levin, Ty (FA) 
Lewis, Dan (FA) 
lewis, John M. (FA) 
lewis, Garner & Rita (FA) (FC) 
lezamiz, Sidney F. (FA) (FC) 
liljeblad, Sven (FA) (FC) 
Lilly, James A. (PA) 
Lincoln, David & Sheila (UA) (FC) 
Little, Mr. & Mrs. R.W. (FA) (FC) 
Liljeblad, Sven & Astrid (FA) (FC) 
Little-Morris (DA) 
Locuson, Charles W. & Carla S. (FA) 
Lojek, D.W. (UA) (FC) 
Lojek, Helen (UA) (FC) 
Long, Russell B. (UA) (FC) 
longstroth, Alma G. (FA) 
Longyear, Rey M. & Katherine E. (FA) 
loomis, Floyd & Viola (PA) (FC) 
Lord, Robert E. & Phyllis J. (FA) 
Loucks, Ted J. (UA) 
love, Helen (FA) (FC) 
loveland, Chalas & Margaret (FA) (FC) 
lund, Eileen K. (FA) (FC) 
lundburg, Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth G. (FA) 
(FC) 
Luque, Jan D. (FA) 
lutes, Clifford & Mary IFAl (FC) 
lynn, Helene & Seth (FA) (FC) 
lyons, A.l. & Phyllis 
M 
Maakestad, Lt. Col. John R. & Connie l. 
(FA) 
Madarlane, H. E. (FA) (FC) 
MacGregor, Tom l. & Elizabeth C. (CA) 
Mack, DonN lee (UA) 
Magel, John (UA) (FC) 
Maguire, Dr. & Mrs. James (FA) (FC) 
Mahler, Daniel A. & lin R. (FA) (FC) 
Mahler, Mary Ann (FA) (FC) 
Mamerow, John R. & Dorothy F. (FA) 
Manfredo, Nick & Phyllis (FA) 
Manley, Art & Margaret (FA) (FC) 
Manshel, Ambassador & Mrs. Warren D. 
(CA) (FC) 
Milrano, Richard M. (FA) (FC) 
Marby, Ethel l. (UA) (FC) 
Mares, Douglas B. & Christine l. (FA) 
Mares, Mr. & Mrs. Fred (DA) 
Marquet, William R. & Carmen J. (FA) 
Marria, ).G. & Karen (FA) 
Marshall, Philip J, & Behtel . (FA) (FC) 
Marshall, Ralph W. & Mary E., Jr. (UA) 
(FC) 
Martin, Boyd A. (FA) (FC) 
Martin, John l. & Elizabeth B., Jr. (FA) 
Martin, Margaret (CA) 
Martindale, Dorothy (FA) (FC) 
Mathews, Earl B. & jolene l. (UA) 
Evelyn Mathews Beauty Salon (FA) (FC) 
Matlock, Stephen I & Melanie (FA) (FC) 
Matsui, Mr. Glen M. (UA) 
Mattoon, M. Ann (FA) (FC) 
Matzek, Harry J, & Betty R. (FA) (FC) 
Mauk, William l. (UA) (FC) 
Maxson, Emerson & JoAnn (FA) 
Maxwell, Michael). (FA) 
McAfee, Michael & Karen (FA) 
McAllister, John & Jinx A. (UA) (FC) 
McArthur, Mr. & Mrs. Rex l. (FA) 
McBirney, Ruth (DA) (FC) 
McCartney, Lt. Gen. & Mrs. Forrest (FA) 
McCarthy, Milry H. (FA) (FC) 
McCarthy, Joseph (CA) 
McClary, Mr. & Mrs. James D. (CA) 
McClenahan, Mr. & Mrs. Don J, (UA) 
(FC) 
McClenahan, Kenneth R. & Kathleen E. 
(FA) (FC) 
McClure, Frank E. & August T. (FA) (FC) 
McCollum, Mr. & Mrs. Joseph D., Jr. 
(FA) (FC) 
McConnell, Dr. & Mrs. H. Elden (FA) 
McCormick, Eric S. & Pamela Y. (FA) 
McCracken, Bill & Glenda (FA) 
McCreedy, Sabra l. (MC) 
McDermott, McDermott, Zollinger & 
Bix (UA) (FC) 
Mcfarlane, Carrie E. (FA) 
McGee, Senator & Mrs. Gale (FA) (FC) 
McGee, Shanna (FA) (FC) 
McGhee, Earl R. & Margaret B. (FA) 
McGrath, William B & Phoebe). (FA) 
(FC) 
McHugh, Bernard (FA) 
Mcilveen, A. E. & Ronny (FA) (FC) 
Mcilveen, Alice (FA) (FC) 
McKnight & Syme Electric (FA) 
Mclaughlin, Mr. & Mrs. Bruce (FA) (FC) 
Mclean, Mr & Mrs. Bryce (FA) (FC) 
McMillan, Fred C. (DA) (FC) 
McNichols, Ray & Mary Kay (UA) (FC) 
Means, James & Shirley (FA) 
Meier, Allen & Jamis (FA) (FC) 
Mellbrook, Anne M. (UA) 
Mellon, Richard C., Jr. (FA) (FC) 
Men's Wardrobe, Inc. (FA) 
Merback, Mr. & Mrs. Kerry R. (FA) 
Merritt, lois N. (UA) 
Merz, C.M. (UA) 
Meso, Mr. & Mrs. Canuto (FA) (FC) 
Mestres, Ricardo, A., Jr. (UA) (FC) 
Metropolitan Life Foundation (UA) 
Meyer, leona (FA) (FC) 
Meyerhoeffer, Gerald R. (FA) 
Miles, Harold C. & M<lrjorie Ellis (FA) 
(FC) 
Millbrooke, Anne (FA) 
Miller, Bernie (FA) 
Miller, Mr. & Mrs. lien (FA) 
Miller, Dean E. (FA) (FC) 
Miller, Donald l. (FA) 
Miller, Georae & jo (FA) 
Miller, Gerald J. (UA) (FC) 
Miller, Georae E. & Gloria F. (FA) 
Miller, Joe E. & louise (FA) (FC) 
Miller, Mr. & Mrl. Stanley). (FA) (FC) 
Miller, Thomils A. & josephine l. (FA) 
Millim<�ki, G<iil & Richilrd (fAl (FC) 
Miner, Mr. & Mrs. Chilrles 0. (FA) (FC) 
Minor, Williilm T. & Dorothy J. (FA) 
Mitchell, Mr. & Mrs. Wayne R. (FA) 
Moberly, Dennis & Claudia (FA) 
Mot�ridse, Mr. & Mrs. John A. (FA) 
(FC) 
Molitor, John P. & Eileen (FA) 
Molyneux, Mr. & Mrs. lviln l. (FA) (FC) 
Moller, Judson (FA) 
Monger, Dr. & Mrs. Sam A. (FA) (FC) 
Moon, Marjorie Ruth (FA) (FC) 
Moore, AI (CA) 
Moore, Earl (FA) 
Moore, Gayle l. (FA) (FC) 
Moore, Mr. & Mrs. John W. (FA) (FC) 
Moore, R.W. & Violet E. (DA) 
Morache, Martel & Alice (FA) 
Morehead, Mr. & Mrs. Bilrry F. (FA) 
Morgan, Jack E. (UA) 
Morgan, Karen l. (FA) 
Morland, Dennis M. (FA) 
Morrison-Knudsen Company, inc. (UA) 
(FC) (MC) 
Harry W. Morrison Family Foundation, 
Inc. (MC) 
Morrock, Dr. Samuel (UA) (FC) 
Moschetti, Henry l. (FA) 
Mosman, Mr. & Mrs. Frank (FA) (FC) 
Molt, Stewart R. (CA) (FC) 
Mountain Bell (PA) 
Mulder, Janis G. (FA) 
Mullen, Marg;uet (FA) (FC) 
Mullin, V.E. & M1riam C. (UA) (FC) 
Mullinix, Della (UA) 
Murelaga, Mr. & Mrs Phillip (UA) 
Muse, Martha T. (UA) (FC) 
Muskie, EdmundS. & Jane G. (FA) (FC) 
N 
Nachiondo, Mr & Mrs. Segundo (FA) 
(FC) 
Naher, Paul A. (FA) 
Nail, Lillian (fA) (FC) 
National Farmers Union Insurance of 
Idaho (UA) (FC) 
Navarro, Rick & Mary Louise (DA) 
Naylor, Mr. & Mrs. Howard (UA) 
Neeley, Mrs. C. Burke (FA) 
Neff, AI (FA) 
Neff, Mary Elizabeth "Kitty" (FA) 
Neff, Rickie & Steve (FA) 
Nelson, Herman V. & Jennie J, (FA) (FC) 
Nelson, Martin & Wanda (FA) (FC) 
Nelson, Orvall & Roberta S. (FA) (FC) 
Nelson, Scott l. (UA) 
Nemes, Julia (FA) (FC) 
Newby, Dr. Gary R. & Patricia A. (UA) 
Newcomer, Robert E. & Emily C. (FA) 
(FC) 
Newell, Mr. & Mrs. Claude B. (FA) (FC) 
Newell, Dorothy G. (UA) (FC) 
Newell, Martha E. (FA) (FC) 
Newhouse, Charles (BIF) 
Newman, lilas l. (FA) (FC) 
Nguyen, King Xuan (FA) 
Nicholson, Tom (CA) 
Niehoff, Tom (FA) 
Nielsen, Bernie & laura (UA) 
Nitsubishi Rayon America, Inc. (CA) 
(FC) 
Noble, Allen T. (CA) 
Nordling, D.N. (CA) 
Noe, Duane E. & Helen E. (FA) 
Nolan, Frank W. & Beth W. (FA) 
Nolan, Fred W. (PA) 
Norfolk Southern Corporation (CA) 
Norman Franklin P. & Olga (FA! 
Nowierski, leon W. & Mary t "l>epper" 
(FA) (FC) 
Noyes, Richard & Kathleen (fA) 
Nutting, Lyle G. & Patricia Marie (FA) 
Nuxoll, Philip J, (fA) 
Nuxoll, Richard f. (�A) 
Nyborg, Mr. & Mrs. Terry G. (UA) 
0 
O'Canna, Ted E. & Margaret A. (UA) 
O'Connell, Hazel D. (FA) (FC) 
O'Connor, Paul M. & Eileen P. , Jr (UA) 
(FC) 
Oda, June (FA) 
O'Donnell, Katherine M. (FA) (fC) 
O'Reilly, Ronald & Barbara (UA) (fC) 
Obee, Mr. & Mrs. D.J. (fA) (FC) 
Odmark, Judith Colpitts (PA) (FC) 
Oestreich, Mr. & Mrs. David A. (CA) 
(FC) 
Olano, Mike (FA) 
Olbrich, Stuart W. & Lenore M. (FA) 
(FC) 
Old National Bank of Washington (DA) 
Oldenburg, William H. & Barbara W. 
(FA) 
Olson, Barbara (FA) 
Olson, Koreen L. (FA) 
Olson, Mr. & Mrs . Roy E. (FA) (FC) 
Onofrio, louis & Julie (FA) 
Oppenheomer, Arthur (DA) (fC) 
Ore-Ida Foods, Inc./H.). Heinz Co. 
Foundation (CA) 
Orr, Carole (FA) 
Ostman, Mr. & Mrs. G. H. (FA) (FC) 
Ostrogorsky, Michael (FA) 
Ourada, Patricia (DA) (FC) 
p 
Painter, Charles (UA) 
Palmer, Albert N. & Nell Emerick (FA) 
Palmer, Mr. & Mrs. D.A. !FA) (FC) 
Pape, Don & Darlyne (UA) 
Parker, Dr. & Mrs. Charles B. (FA) (FC) 
Normil M. Parker & Family (FA) (FC) 
Parker, Mr. & Mrs. Robert B. (FA) (FC) 
Parkinson, Joseph l. (CA) 
Parkinson, Ward D. (CA) 
Parten, J.R. (UA) (FC) 
Pass, Nellie F. (FA) 
Patrick, Grace M. (FA) (FC) 
Payette County Democratic Central 
Committee (fA) (FC) 
Pearce, Clifford K. & laVonne (FA) 
Pearson, Ethel (FA) 
Pease, Mr. & Mrs. james R. (FA) 
Peasley Transfer & Storase Co. (BIF) 
(UA) 
Pecora, William F. & Wilma E. (UA) 
Pedersen, Robert K. & Evelyn D (FA) 
(FC) 
Pell. Katherine D. (FA) (FC) 
Pendergast, Barbara H. (FA) (FC) 
Pendergr<tss, Mr. & Mrs. Walter H. (UA) 
(FC) 
Penny, David M. (FA) 
The Peregrine Fund, Inc. (CA) 
Permann, �rnest l. & Vera N. (FA) (FC) 
Perry, Mr. & Mrs. David F. (fA) (FC) 
Perry, James W. (CA) 
Peterman, Randall & linda (FA) (FC) 
Peterson, John A. (CA) 
Peterson, Mr. & Mrs. liven A., Jr. (fA) 
(FC) 
Peterson, Mr. & Mrs. Wayne E. (UA) 
(FC) 
Plost, James E. & l<tVaughn M. (FA) 
Phelps, Rita M. & Walter l. (FA) (FC) 
Phillips, Dr. & Mrs. John (FA) (FC) 
Phillips, Mr. & Mrs. Wendell M. (UA) 
(FC) 
Piechura, Ted (UA) 
Pierpoint, Robert & Patricia (FA) (FC) 
Pierpont, Mrs. C<trol W. (FA) (FC) 
Pilcher, Eugene l. & linda J. (FA) 
Pipal, Mr. & Mrs. Owen D. (FA) 
Pitman, C. Harvey & Eleanor R. (PA) 
Pitman, Douglas R. (CA) 
Pizza Hut of Idaho, Inc. (FA) 
PI;JStino, Ben J, & Margaret A. (fA) (FC) 
Pliltt, Barry E. (FA) 
Plans, Mr. & Mrs. Neil N. (FA) (FC) 
Pollard, C.P. (FA) (FC) 
Pomeroy, Horace B. & Margarita B. Ill  
(FA) 
Pomeroy, Tom (FA) (FC) 
Pope, Norlyn F. (FA) 
Popma, Alfred M., M.D (FA) 
Porter, Dw1ght J. & Adele R. (UA) (FC) 
Porter, Rich<trd B. & Jean S. (FA) 
Potter, E. Bryan (UA) 
Potter, Neal & Marion Esch (UA) 
Powell, Lilly (FA) (fC} 
Power, Camille B. (FA) (FC} 
Power, Joel F. & Margaret (FA) (FC) 
Prescott, Mr. & Mrs. Evert (FA) (FC) 
Price Waterhouse Found<ttion (UA) 
Pritchard, Mr. & Mrs. George A. (FA) 
(FC) 
Pritchard, Jack P. & Polly (FA) 
Privon, Christopher). & Keron C. (FA) 
Prob<tsco, James 0. (FA) (FC) 
Proshold, Jessie M. (FA) (FC) 
Pruett, Alice P. (FA) (FC) 
Ptacek, Ron (FA) 
Puckett, Thomas H. & Mary lou (fA) 
(FC) 
Pugh, Mr. & Mrs. Clarence 0. (FA) (FC) 
Q . Qualey, louose B. (FA) (FC) 
Quinn, Maun (FA) 
R 
Radovich, Homer & Geneva E. (FA) (FC) 
Rand, Shauna (FA) 
Randall, H.J. & Gladys (UA) (FC) 
Randolph, W.O. Duffy (BIF) 
Raney, Mr. & Mrs. Leland W. (FA) 
Ransom, Jerry (UA) 
R<tsmussen, John l. & Blanche B. (FA) 
Raybould, l.E. (UA) 
Reckmeyer, Catherine N. (FA) 
Red lion Motor Inn Riverside (CA) 
Reddig, Mrs. Arthur E. (CA) 
Reed, Mrs. A.IC. (FA) (fC) 
Reichart, Mr. & Mrs. louis A. (UA) 
Reid, Mr. & Mrs. R.R. (FA) (FC) 
Resnick, Harry & Marcia (PA) (FC) 
louos & Mildred Resnick Foundation 
(UA) (FC) 
Reynolds, Tom & Anne (fA) 
Rice, Bob (PA) 
Rice, l.J. or Donalda N. (FA) (FC) 
Rice, Robert F. (FA) 
Rich, Ralph & Juyne (FA) (FC) 
Richards, J.W. & Ruth E. (FA) (fC) 
Richardson, H. George & Phyllis (FA) 
Richardson, William D. & Suzanne (FA) 
Ricks, Norman E. & Berniece (FA) (FC) 
Ries, Jim (FA) (FC) 
Rietze, Mr. & Mrs. R. Benjamin (MC) 
Riley, Mrs. Carl F. (FA) (FC) . 
Riley, Mark l. (FA) 
Rinard, Susan M. (FA) 
Ripley, David E. & Julie (FA) 
Ripley, Larry D. (UA) (FC) 
Roberts, Mrs. C. C. (FA) (FC) 
Robertson, Aubrey F. (Bif) 
Robertson, David S. & Carole A. (FA) 
Robertson, Edoth C. (FA) (FC) 
Robinson, W. Brent (UA) 
Roehr, Mr. & Mrs. Wesley 0. (FA) (FC) 
Roelofs, Milton & Ruth M. (FA) (FC) 
Roncalio, Teno (UA) (FC) 
l!.ood, Wayne & Anna (FA) (FCl 
II 
Roofers local No. 209 (FA) (FC) 
Roos, Gerald). & Nant:y B. (PA) 
Roper, Burns W. (UA) (FC) 
Rosenheim, Dr. & Mrs. Gustav E. (FA) 
(FC) 
Rosenwald, Nina (CA) (FC) 
Ross, Mr. & Mrs. Culver D. (FA) 
Rotary Club of Boise Southwest (CA) 
Roth, Morris & Mary D. (FA) (FC) 
Rowse, Robyn R. (UA) 
Rudolph, C. Ralph (BIF) 
Ruiz, Bertha A. (FA) 
Runner, Davod C. (FA) 
Runner, Herbert W. & Sally (UA) 
Russell, Bert A. & Marie (FA) (FC) 
Russell, Harriet (FA) (FC) 
Russell, William ). (UA) (FC) 
Rutledge, Clyde & Helen (FA) 
Ruyle, Asa M. (UA) 
s 
Safier, Esther & Gertrude (FA) (FC) 
Saga Corp. (PA) 
Salfen, A.G. & Betty (fA) (FC) 
Sallaz, Daryl S. & Rita H. (FA) 
Saltz, Jack & Anita (PA) (FC) 
Salyards, Marietta M. Grimes (FA) (FC) 
Sand Hollow Creek Ranch (FA) 
Sandberg, ).C. & Grace A. (FA) (FC) 
St. Paul's Catholic Center (UA) 
Sanderson, Dr. Richard K. (FA) 
Sanderson, Mr. & Mrs. Wm. C. (FA) (FC) 
Saras, Paul (FA) 
Sargent, Helene R. (FA) (FC) 
Sargent, Maxine R. (FA) (FC) 
Sargis, Bernice M. (FA) (FC) 
Sarlat, Ira & Jeanne (FA) (FC) 
Sasser. Myrna K. (FA) (FC) 
Saul, Mr. & Mrs. ).T. (FA) (FC) 
Saulcy, Helen C. (FA) (FC) 
Schoff, Mr. & Mrs. Samuel (FA) (FC) 
Schindele, Mochael L & Jayne K. (UA) 
Schlaefle, Mr. & Mrs. Jack A (FA) (FC) 
Schneider, Lori (FA) (FC) 
Schnttzler, Bruce & Shirley (FA) (FC) 
Scholfield, Cindee (FA) 
Schraufnagel, Mr & Mrs. Gilbert (FA) 
(FC) 
Schroeder, Connie Koepke (FA) 
Schweizer, Henry M. & Pauline M. (FA) 
Searight, Richard D. (fA) 
Sedovec, Matt (FA) 
Seibel, Mr. & Mrs. GlenS. (FA) (FC) 
Sellars, Carroll (BIF) 
Senior Citizens Club of Coeur d'Alene 
(FA) (FC) 
Sexauer, Suzanne). (UA) 
Shaber, George K. & Rosemary (UA) 
(FC) 
Shaffer, Gary lee & Denise Cummins 
(fA) 
Shamanah Golf Shop (FA) 
Shaw, Bradford Paine (UA) 
Shawver, Chet l (UA) 
Shearer,lloyd & Muva (UA) (FC) 
Sidel. Stephen P (FA) (FC) 
Sigler, Maroa (CA) 
Silver, Charlotte G & ). Perry, )r. (FA) 
(FC) 
Simmons, William F. & Penny P. (FA) 
Simplot Financial Corporation (CA) 
Simplot, Scott R. (CA) (FC) 
).R. Simplot Company (DA) 
Simons, Clay (UA) 
Somons, William F. & Penny P. (FA) 
Sompson, Mr. & Mrs Bill (FA) (FC) 
Simpson, larry G. (FA) 
Singleton, Mary Beth (FA) 
Skinner, Gertrude (FA) 
Skinner, Robert D. & Bessie E. (UA) 
Skirmants, N. & A. (FA) 
Skoro, Tony & Ruth (FA) (FC) 
Slansky, Dr. & Mrs. C.M. (FA) (FC) 
Slattery, William & Jane (FA) (FC) 
Small, Albert H. (PA) (FC) 
Smelek, Barbara (FA) 
Smelek, Raymond (UA) 
Smoth, Mr. & Mrs. Ben Ray (FA) 
Smith Arrizabala, Inc. (FA) 
Smoth, Faye l. (FA) (FC) 
Smith, Mr. & Mrs. Gilbert G. (FA) (FC) 
Smoth, Irene F. (FA) (FC) 
Smith, Jasper W & Genevieve G. (UA) 
Smith, Loyce (FA) (FC) 
Smith, lyle H. (FA) 
Smith, Mr. & Mrs. Matt (UA) (FC) 
Smith, Mr. & Mrs. Robert F. (UA) 
Smoth, RobertS. & Helen K. (FA) 
Smoth, William S. & Julia Ellen (FA) (FC) 
Snake River Pottery (FA) (FC) 
Snyder, Gladys (FA) (FC) 
Snyder, Mr. & Mrs. Ralph W (FA) (FC) 
Snyder. Vance & Gertrude (FA) (FC) 
Soderblom, Doris & Nora M. Copeland 
(FA) (FC) 
Sofia, Rosa (FA) (FC) 
Soran, leo B. (UA) 
Sparks, Ann Terteling (DA) (FC) 
Spence, lee (FA) 
Spencer, Irvin W (FA) (FC) 
Spindler, Ruth (FA) (FC) 
Sproat, Mr. & Mrs. Owen E. (FA) 
Stacey, Martin & Carol (FA) (FC) 
Stacy, Susan M. (FA) (FC) 
Stanard, Carmen (FA) 
Stanton, Richard 0 & )udoth A. (FA) 
Staves, Michael A. (FA) 
Steelsmith, E.M., Sr (FA) (fC) 
Steinberg, Jack (DA) (FC) 
Stelling, Elmer E. & )esse H. (FA) 
Maude Stephens Estate (CA) 
Jerome l. & Jane Stern Foundation, Inc. 
(CA) (FC) 
Sternling, Timothy C. (FA\ 
Stevens, Mr. & Mrs. Denn>s l. (FA) (FC) 
Stevens, Ruth M. (FA) (FC) 
Stevenson, Charles & Eleanor C. (FA) 
(FC) 
Stevenson, John Fell (FA) (FC) 
Stimple, Sam W. & Carol Ann, )r. (FA) 
Stitzel, Dr. Thomas E. (PA) 
Stolz, Robert K. & Marthil R., Jr. (FA) 
Stratton, Ronald & Karen (UA) 
Stratton, William 0. & Norma (UA) 
Strinsfellow, Ethel M. (FA) (FC) 
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Stucki, Merrill G. & lucy T. (FA) 
Students for Qu;�lity Child Ciire (FA) 
Sulliviln, M;�ri;�n E. & frilncis E. (FA) (FC) 
Sutherland, Doug (FA) 
Sutherland, Robert & Carol (FA) 
Sutter, Robert). & Marg01ret (FLA) 
Sweeney, Mr. & Mrs. George l. (FA) 
(FC) 
Sweeney, Mr. & Mrs. H.A. (FA) (FC) 
Syde, Saul H. & Bess D. (FA) (FC) 
Steinberg, Jack (DA) (FC) 
Stone, Robert ). & lovell;� B. (UA) 
Sweeney, Mr. & Mrs. Michael R. (FA) 
Sylvester, Robert B. & Barbara (FA) 
Syverson, Charles E. & Alice E. (FA) 
T 
Tabert, Tony E. (FA) (FC) 
Tacke, Mr. & Mrs. Elvin (FA) (FC) 
T01cke, Kathryn (FA) (FC) 
Tiilbott, Gladys (FA) (FC) 
Tarleton, C. Jack (FA) 
Tate, Mr. & Mrs. John P., )r. (UA) 
Taylor, Adrien P. & Marilyn D. (FA) 
Taylor, Dr. Dee O.N. (FA) 
T;�ylor, Mr. & Mrs. Mike F. (UA) (FC) 
Taylor, Mr. & Mrs. Robert). (FA) 
Taylor, Mr. & Mrs. U. Frank (FA) (FC) 
Teilmann, Harry A. & Sandra l. (UA) 
Terrell, Tom F. & Betty (FA) (FC) 
TertelinR Co., Inc. (MC) 
Thiel, William & Kathryn (UA) (FC) 
Thames, leland A. & Glenda (FA) 
Thiessen, Blanche & Macleod (FA) (FC) 
Thomas, Carol B. (FA) 
Thom4S, Christopher & Marjorie (UA) 
Thomas, Kenneth V. & MonnieR (FA) 
(FC) 
Thomas, Richard L. (DA) 
Thometz, Mrs. M.A. (FA) 
Thompson, Fred P., Jr. (CA) 
Thompson, John R. & Pat J. (FA) 
Thompson, Johnie E. (FA) 
Thorpe, Dr. Ray M. & Bonnte A (FA) 
(FC) 
Tilden, Mr. & Mrs. Stephen (UA) 
Tillman, Cr;�ig R. & Michelle I (FA) 
Tipton, Robert F. (FA) 
Tobias, Nelle (UA) (FC) 
Todd, Dennis & Carmen (FA) 
-
Trairatnobhas, laura & Damrong (FA) 
Transco Energy Company (PA) (FC) 
Trapp, Mr. & Mrs. Lyle F. (FA) 
Treasure Valley laboratory, Inc. (CA) 
Trebar, Inc. (UA) 
Trent, Tom (CA) 
Trogdon, Tyke V. (FA) 
Troutner, Katherine H. (UA) (FC) 
Trueblood, Mrs. Ellen & Family (FA) (FC) 
Tschannel, frank (FA) 
Tuman, Ethel (FA) (FC) 
Turner, Bernice (UA) 
Turner, Judy (UA) 
Turtehaub, Saul & Shirley (UA) (FC) 
Twilegar, Ron J & Elizabeth C. (FA) (FC) 
Twin Falls Bank & Trust (UA) (FC) 
Tyler, Robert M., Jr. (UA) (FC) 
u 
Ullery, John H. & Jeanette Ullery (UA) 
Ulmen, Phillip & Margaret (FA) (FC) 
Uhican, Joseph & Dortha R. (FA) (FC) 
Uhican, Katherine A. (FA) (FC) 
Union Pacific Foundation (MC) 
United Dairymen of Idaho (DA) 
United Technologies (UA) 
Utz, Ronald E. & Beverly (FA) (FC) 
v 
Vance, David S. & Betty Jean (FA) (FC) 
Van Der Reis, Dr. & Mrs. Leo (FA) (FC) 
Van Patten, Wilda). (FA) (FC) 
Venning, Dr. & Mrs. W.l. (UA) 
Vering, Mr. & Mrs. Richard B. (FA) (FC) 
Veterans of Foreign Wars (FA) (FC) 
Vietz, Mr. & Mrs.Harold (FA) (FC) 
Vogel, Judith A. (FA) (FC) 
Vogt, Herman & Vogt, Harold S., 
Families (FA) (FC) 
Voorhees, Mrs Leslie W. (FA) (FC) 
VanVoorst, Gary G. & Martha R. (FA) 
Voremberg, Beale (UA) (FC) 
Voyce, Ray l. & Bonnie (FA) 
w 
Wagner, Rochard W. (UA) (FC) 
Wagstaff, Clark & Marlene (FA) 
Wakeman, )lm and Dori (FA) (FC) 
Wakewood, Mr. & Mrs. Pete (FA) (FC) 
Walden, Dale & Winifred (FA) (FC) 
Walker, Dan & Karin (FA) 
Walker, Iva l. (FA) (FC) 
Walker, lloyd (FA) (FC) 
Wallace, Irving & Sylvia (UA) (FC) 
Wallace, John & Hazel (UA) 
Waller, Gerald (FA) 
Wallich, W.F. (FA) 
Wallin, Walter and Joanna (FA) (FC) 
Walters, Judge Jesse R. (FA) 
Willers, Mrs. John G. (FA) (FC) 
Wud, Jennoe-Marie (FA) (FC) 
Wudell, Mr. & Mrs. Ed (FA) (FC) 
Ware, James & Judith (DA) 
Warner, Fay (UA) 
Warr, Hury G. (FA) 
Watanabe, Theodore (FA) (FC) 
Watkins, H.R. (FA) 
Watts, Otha & Helen (FA) (FC) 
Waxman, Hon. Henry A. (UA) (FC) 
Weast, Donna (FA) 
Webb, Gordon & Constance (FA) 
Webster, Thad & Suzanne (FA) 
Weil, Murray & Belle (FA) 
Weisberg-ttee, Huvey & lucille (FA) 
(FC) 
Weosman, l.C. (FA) (FC) 
Welbert, Dorothy Halverson (FA) (FC) 
Wells, Donald & Judy (UA) 
Wells, Jack & lois (FA) (FC) 
Wells, Mark D. (FA) 
Wenske, Garry (UA) (FC) 
Wenske, Jack (FA) (FC) 
Wenske, Mary Constant (FA) (FC) 
West, Gary & Carol (FA! 
Western Stockman's Supply (CA) 
Westfall, Donna (FA) (FC) 
Westfall, Ruth (FA) (FC) 
Weston, Mr. & Mrs. Roy (FA) (FC) 
Wetherell, Claire (FA) (FC) 
· 
White, Angelus (FA) (FC) 
White, Donald P. & Jean (FA) (FC) 
Max D. White, Inc. (FA) 
White, Michael & ratrice (FA) 
White, MichaelS. & Jean C. (FA) 
White, Richard & Jean (FA) 
Whitlock, Michael & Cathy (UA) 
Whitman and Ransom (CA) (FC) 
Wicklow-Howard, Dr. Marcia (FA) (FC) 
Wickham, limy & Karen (FA) 
Wilber, Warren C. (FA) (FC) 
Wilbur, lyman & Henrietta (UA) 
Wilcomb, Mr. & Mrs. Richard (FA) 
Wildman, Mary Jane (FA) 
Wilkins, Meader (FA) 
Will, Goerge H. & George E. (FA) (FC) 
Willard, Bill & Hannah (UA) (FC) 
Williams, Kenneth & Helen (FA) (FC) 
Wilson, Benedicta (FA) (FC) 
Wilson, Peter & Patricia (FA) (FC) 
Winans, R.M. & Ella Mae (MC) (FA) 
Winfree, Trent (FA) 
Winter, O.H. & J.M. (FA) (FC) 
Witt, Jerry & Judy (FA) (FC) 
Wolfe, George (FA) (FC) 
Wolfe, Helen M. (FA) (FC) 
Women's Athletoc Department (FA) 
Wong, Franit S. & lena G. (FA) (FC) 
Wong, Martin & Elaine (FA) (FC) 
Wood, Willard (FA) 
Woodruff, Donald (FA) (FC) 
Wright, Elva (FA) (FC) 
Wright, Roleen (FA) 
Wyard, Mr. & Mrs. Jack B. (UA) (FC) 
Wynn, Steve (FA) 
y 
Yanke, Ronald C. (CA) 
Yamashita, Ted & Susan (FA) (FC) 
Yasuda, Kendo & Ronnis (FA) (FC) 
Yasumiishi, Jay (FA) 
Yockey, W.l. & Vera F. (FA) (FC) 
Yoder, Amos & Janet T. (UA) (FC) 
York, William & Donna (FA) (FC) 
Young, lois (FA) 
Young, Patricia (UA) (FC) 
Young, Virgil & Katherine (FA) 
Youngstrom, C.O. & Elizabeth (FA) (FC) 
Yundt, Mr. & Mrs. Robert (FA) 
z 
Zamzow, B.E. & Helen (UA) 
Zink, M.E. & luella (FA) 
Tompkins, )ames W. & Charlotte B. (UA) 
Tonnong, Mr. & Mrs. Merrill D (FA) (FC) 
Toohy, ). Stephen (FA) 
Torbet, Mr. & Mrs. David P. (UA) (FC) 
Totorica, Richard (UA) 
Townley, lowell & lyndoa (FA) 
The Boise State University Foundation makes every effort to provide an accurate and 
complete listing of contributors. Should you note an omission or error, please contact 
the Foundation Office. 
Toyer, Curt l. (FA) 
Trail, Mary (FA) (FC) 
The Chaffee Associates 
Dr. Eugene B. Chaffee is remembered today as the guiding 
force behind the founding and expansion of Boise Junior Col­
lege and its evolution into Boise State University. 
For thirty-one years, Dr. Chaffee served as President of BJC, 
becoming one of Idaho's best-known educators and bringing 
national recognition to the College. In 1976, Dr. Chaffee 
received the Boise State University Silver Medallion, the insti­
tution's highest award, for his devoted service and many 
contributions. 
THE CHAFFEE ASSOCIATES 
The Chaffee Associates is BSU's premier support group. 
Appropriately, membership recognizes those who have pro­
vided the highest level of support to the University through 
gifts to the Boise State University Foundation. 
Annual membership in the Chaffee Associates is extended to 
those individuals, businesses, foundations and organizations 
which make a gift of $10,000 or more to the BSU Foundation. 
"Support comes from many tributar� 
ies, usually from far�seeing indicid· 
uals • . •  and finally develops into a 
mighty river toward the end of the 
stream as other citi.tens join in sup­
porting it. This is then concentrated 
in one mighty channel." 
Lifetime membership is extended to those who contribute 
$10,000 or more outright, make a pledge of $15,000 to be paid 
over a period not to exceed ten years, or make a qualifying 
planned gift acceptable to the Foundation. 
Upon the completion of the Foundation's Great Scholars 
Campaign in the fall of 1985, Chaffee Associates will be recog­
nized at a special luncheon held in their honor. 
-DT. Eugene B. Chaffee 
An Idea GTows ... A HistOTy of 
Boise College 
THE CHAFFEE ASSOCIATES Britt Bowden Estate 
Jenme G. & Pearl Abell Trust Terry l. Bowman (lifetime) 
Mary K. Abercrombie Ava C. Brinck Estate 
Ada County Medical Society Auxiliary John A. Carver, )r. 
Aloha Foundation, George H. lehleitner Eugene B. & lois Chaffee 
Arthur Andersen & Co. Samuel H. Crossland 
S. Hatch Barrett (lifetime) Mr. & Mrs. Ernest E. Day 
J. Charles Blanton Mr. & Mrs. Robert deNeufville 
Eugene A. & Danell l. Bleymaoer Thomas F. & linda Dixon 
Boise Bench lion's Club, Inc. John Elloriaga (lifetime) 
Boise Cascade Corporation Equitable life Assurance Society 
Boise State Universily: Euzaldunak of Caldwell 
Alumni Association (llfetome) A John & Neta Gaige 
Associated Student Body Gannett Foundation 
Bronco Athletic Association (Lifetime) General Motors Corporation 
Bookstore (lifetime) Marjorie Gibb 
Library leslie Gill (Ufetome) 
Music Department Mr. & Mrs. Maurice H. Gramann 
School of Vocational-Technical W. Averell Harriman Foundation 
Education (lifetime) (lifetome) 
Vo-Tech Student Coordinating Hewlett-Packard Company 
Committee (lifetime) Peter & Marianne Hirschburg 
Wives & Women (lifetime) loyal l. Hower 
Huckstep House Movers Mr. & Mrs. David A. Oestreich 
Idaho Power Company Ore-Ida Foods, lnc./H ). Hemz Co. 
Idaho State Chefs & Culinarians, Inc. Foundation 
Idaho State Chefs & Culinarians, Inc. Joseph l. Parkinson (lifetime) 
Apprentices Ward D. Parkinson (lifetime) 
International Order of Odd Fellows The Peregrine Fund, Inc (lifetome) 
Interstate Electric Supply, Inc. James W. Perry 
Mr. & Mrs. William E. Irvin John A. Peterson 
Jaffee Foundation Douglas R. Pitman (lifetime) 
Gladys langroise (Lifetime) Red lion Motor Inn Riversode 
lucile A. leRoy Mrs. Arthur E. Reddog 
Tom l. & Elizabeth c. MacGregor Nona Rosenwald 
Ambassasdor & Mrs. Warren D. Manshel Rotary Club of Boise Southwest 
Marcia Sigler Margaret Marlin 
AI Moore 
Stewart R. Moll 
Joseph McCarthy 
Mr & Mrs. James D. McClary 
Tom Nocholson (lofetome) 
Nitsubosh• Rayon America. Inc 
Allen T. Noble (Lifetime) 
D. N Nordling (lofetime) 
Norfolk Southern Corporation 
Simplot Financial Corporation (lifetome) 
Scott R. Simplot 
Maude Stephens Estate 
Jerome l. & Jane Stern Foundation. Inc 
Fred P. & Joan Thompson, Jr. 
Treasure Valley laboratory. Inc. 
Tom Trent (Lifetime) 
Western Stockman's St:pply 
Whitman & Ransom 
Ronald C. Yanke (lofetomel 
Great 
Scholars 
�·-- Campaign 
'-��- . 
AN OPPORTUNITY FOR GREATNESS 
What is greatness? In a general context, one thinks of super­
ior quality and excellence. In a university setting, greatness is a 
distinctive feature desired of students in their pursuit of 
knowledge and faculty in their teaching and research. Great­
ness is a term reserved for scholars and distinguished 
universities. 
As Boise State University has grown over the years in size 
and in prominence, it has become increasingly evident that 
funding from sources other than state appropriations would be 
necessary to maintain and enhance this great institution. 
The Boise State University Foundation was established in 
1964 for this very purpose. For over twenty years the Founda­
tion has served as a vehicle through which private support for 
the University could be contributed. 
Boise State University has been able time and time again to 
accomplish great things in spite of limited resources, even 
when supplemented with private donations. The time has 
come when the limited resources are not enough. Some of the 
most promising students and faculty are not being attracted to 
Idaho institutions because of better scholarship opportunities 
elsewhere and because of better research facilities at other 
universities. 
The Alumni Challenge 
THE I 8 & T/HEMINGWAY COMMITMENT 
The Boise State University Foundation is pleased to 
announce a special challenge gift of $50,000 by Idaho Bank and 
Trust Company and the Hemingway Foundation for the Great 
Scholars Campaign. Combined with an anonymous gift of 
another $50,000, this represents a $100,000 challenge to BSU 
alumni. 
el:lil 
THE $100,000 CHALLENGE TO 
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY ALUMNI 
Gifts up to a total of $100,000 for the Library received from 
BSU alumni in the year ending December 31, 1985 will be 
matched dollar for dollar. This will enable alumni to double 
the value of their gift and make a major impact on the funding 
for endowed collections and Library improvements. 
Alumni responding to the challenge will be recognized on 
personal bookplates placed in books purchased as a result of 
the Great Scholars Campaign. 
Boise State University Foundation, Inc. 
In an unprecedented move, the Foundation has announced 
the first major campaign in its twenty-year history. Appro­
priately called the Great Scholars Campaign, the fund drive 
will concentrate on two areas which facilitate greatness, scho­
larships for exceptional students and library improvements. 
The Boise State University Foundation cannot ensure great­
ness, but through the $1 million Great Scholars Campaign it 
can provide the opportunity for greatness. 
WHAT IS AN ENDOWMENT? 
Approximately three-fourths of the dollars generated 
through the Great Scholars Campaign will be used to create 
endowed funds. An endowment is a perpetual gift in that its 
principal generates new income annually. It allows continua­
tion and expansion of a program that can only come through 
adequate funding. 
An endowment is also an investment in the future. It indi­
cates a belief that financial support will be necessary to ensure 
excellence and a commitment to provide that support. 
Finally, an endowment is a means to honor or remember a 
person or other entity. Since the endowed fund is permanent, 
it will carry forward the name in perpetuity. 
The Campaign Plan 
ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIPS 
�· 
Presidential Scholars 
Major swards up to full-fee 
scholarships for one to four 
years based on academic performance 
Trustee Scholarships 
Annual awards of $500 or more 
to outstanding students 
All-University Scholarships 
Gifts from BSU faculty and staff 
Special Scholarships 
Special endowments and memorial 
funds established by various 
groups and individuals 
Auction '85 
Proceeds used for endowed Alumni 
Scholarships 
LIBRARY IMPROVEMENTS 
Endowed Collections 
In support of various colleges 
and disciplines 
On-line Catalog and Automated 
Circulation System 
To improve access to library resources 
Equipment 
Computer Terminals 
Microform Reader Printers 
Equipment for Housing Materials 
Processing of Frank Church Papers 
CAMPAIGN GOAL 
$ 250,000 
$ 100,000 
$ 20,000 
$ 90,000 
$ 40,000 
$ 500,000 
$ 250,000 
$ 100,000 
$ 50,000 
$ 100,000 
$ 500,000 
$1,000,000 
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Sharp Mirrors 
Playwright reflects reality 
By Glenn Oakley 
BSU News Services 
A playwright, said Edward Albee, scanning the 
faces in the Morrison Center Main Hall, "holds a 
mirror up to people and says, 'this is the way you 
are. If you don't like it, change."' Albee's particular 
mirrors include such classics of American theater as 
lWJo's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?, Zoo Story, Seas­
cape and A Delicate &�lance. His plays are hard­
edged, sharp mirrors that challenge accepted values. 
For A Delicate Balance and Seascape, Albee won two 
Pulitzer Prizes. Yet these kinds of plays have fallen 
out of favor on Broad\\."ay. 
age of 29, he said "there was virtually no off­
Broadway theater." Lacking this outlet for new and 
experimental works, Albee's play traveled half-way 
around the world before being produced in West 
Berlin for the first time. 
Since then off-Broadway theater has expanded and 
regional theaters have grown in number and popu· 
larity across the country. Still, Albee added with a 
characteristic splash of acid, more bad plays will be 
seen than good plays because "the bad plays are infi­
nitely more popular." 
But to the applause of theatre arts and writing 
students attending a workshop, Alhee said. "Wh} 
pander to an audience? It's a grave mistake. If you 
gtve them no opportunity to experience trash, they 
won't see trash." 
And what makes a good play? "In a good play," 
Edward Albee 
says Albee, "everything is inevitable. In a bad play 
everything is arbitrary." 
And how does Albee decide to write a play? He 
doesn't. "I discover I am with play," he explained. 
Albee's gestation period for a play varies from six 
months to seven years, during which time the char­
acters grow and evolve. When the characters and the 
concept of the incubating play is mature, Albee sits 
down at the typewriter. 
He declined to discuss the qualities of his work, 
with the candid explanation that "I don't think about 
myself in the third person." 
And when asked about his influences, he 
responded, "I've been influenced by evel)1hing." 
The people he meets, the places he travels, the activ­
ities of his life - all are fodder for plays. "I assimi­
late everything," he said. 
But Albee came to Boise to say that "we have one 
of the best theaters in the world - if you look at 
what is happening otf Broadway, in regional theaters 
and at some universities." Speaking recently at the 
final - and most successful - Writers and Artists 
Series for 1984/8';, Albee said "our theater is in an 
extraordinary state of paradox," with Broadway 
dominated by lavish and shallow productions. At the 
same time, Albee said "it's a lot easier for new 
playwrights" to have their work produced, adding 
that "we have more plaf\\.Tights of excellence" than 
en:r before. 
BSU Foundation begins campaign 
When Albee wrote his first play, Zoo Story•. at the 
Rabbit stars in play 
HmH'.J'. the r,l�y famous f(>r starring an invisible 
six foot, twojliid-t}ne-half inch white rabbit, will be 
presented ¥ar2-4!.at the Boise State Specia! .Eyents 
Center. Tile 1tStJ �eatre Arts productiuq ��gin 
at 8: I c; p.m. � ri,ening, with a sp«.ial mat 
performart(:e at 2 p.m., Saturday, � 4. . 
/ 
Direc� �ricson 
about an.hWifbfe'"bbit or 
Rather saw the t�atn: arts �.· :.·u ...... · ··. 0£>'" is , �- . ·.· . . f . • . . - - · -- •.,.-( ·.I about "tht.; ies people hll\'t' 1'!;.ht'ing at home. 
at ease. in �r-wqrtd. " TI)� plar •. after all. did not 
win the Pulit�er Prize f�r' ht'ingr a light-weight situa­
tion comedv. 
But the p;a/is such a succe�\1 comedy that tt 
appeals to al' audiences, making 
,
it one of the biggest 
Broad'\vay hits of all time. Httn'tp' was also adapted 
to screen, starring Jimmy Stewart as the affable: 
Elwood P. Do\\. it, who discovtr:i .H:tn ey and intro­
duces him to tNeryone he meet!>; 
The Boisc.Siate production stars Steve Redmond 
as Dowd, who i� eventl)allr taken to a sanitarium by • .. ' ! .... his distraught sister. But Dowu is' capable of opening 
the minds and im�inati�)ns of hiS' family, his doctor 
- and his auilience: 
. 
Tickets to Han'ti are 5-\..i�O for general admission. 
S3 for students and·scnior citizens and free for BSU 
students. The Special Events Center box office opens 
Monday, April 29 from 3-6 p.m., telephone 
385-1462. 
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to n.:cdn: major a\\ ard� f(>r acadl"mic p<.:rl(>rmance 
• s I 00.000 t<>r Trw.tl"l' Scholars of 5';00 or mort" 
• 520.000 All- l lni\'ersit} Scholarship� from BSl 
t:tcult} and �taff 
• SlJO.OOO f(>r �JX'l'ial scholar�hips t"stahlish<.:d h} 
'arious groups and indi\'iduab 
• S-tO.OOO f(>r l'ndowed Alumni Assodation 
�:holarships 
• S2SO.OOO f(>r l'ndownl library colll-ctions to 
-.upport \'ariou-. colkgc" and disciplines 
• S I 00.000 f(>r on-line catalog and automated dr­
culation -.y-.tl·m to imprm e acce�s to library 
rl·sou rcl"" 
• 5';0.000 f(>r libra!") l"quipment such as computl·r 
terminals and microt<>rm rt"ader printers 
Foundation elects 
Nl"W oftkl·r-. and tru-.tec:s for the Boise State l'ni· 
n·rsity Foundation WlTl' dected at a n.:c<:nt annual 
llll'l'ting. 
'\l'W f(mndation tru'>tl'l"S arl': �1ar•in A.'>lett. prc-.i 
<knt. Circll' A ( .onstruction. Inc. Twin falls; .J.tllll"" .J 
Curran. pre.,idl·nt and chid cxl·cutin· otfinT. hr.,t 
lntn:-tatl' Bank: John \\'. Ct\ l'll'o. prc..,ilknt . .John 
(;in·ns. Inc Adn·rti-.ing: 
I.. II Ki.,..kr. pn·sidl·nt. '\;orn>: Cimh ">. \laher. 
prl'stdent emeritus. BSl' Alumni As-.<Kiati•Hl: Adl'lia 
Garro Simplot. commttnit} rl'lattotb coordinator. J.lt 
Si mplot Co 
\\ illtam A. Burnham. 'ice prl"'ollknt of t Ill" Pc.·rl'· 
grinl" Fund. Inc. and dtr<.·ctor of the \\ orld Cent<.·r 
for Hinh of Prl"}' was also sdt·l·tnl hy the lintndation 
to �ern· as a tnt-.te<.· 
Foundation trust l'l"S s<.T\ e thrl'l"·\ car t<.Tm-.. Their 
function i-. to a""tst in Sl'Curing -.upport l(>r the uni· 
\Trsity and to l'ncourage partnlTship-. hl·twl'l'n Boisl' 
State and thl· community. 
Foundation oftkl·r� l(>r llJH'i-H() arc: Frnl P 
·nwmp-.on.Jr .. pri\':ttl' imt"stor. T\'\\ lml·�tllll'nts: 
Tom 1.. �1al·(;rq�or. Bot-.<.· hu�incssman: J. Charll"� 
Blanton. attorn<.·�. \lotlatt. Tiwmas. Barrc.·tt & Blan­
ton. and A-.a \1. Ruyl<.-. \'il'e-president. financial 
aft·airs. BSl 
• S I 00,000 for proce .. sing the I' rank Church 
papns 
l.eatkrship f(>r the campaign b coming mo-.tl) 
from the BSl foundation Tnt-.tl'e!'. - k-a<.kr-.hip that 
is not only managl-rial. hut al-.o philanthropic' Trus­
h:l"-. han· agreed to contributl" S 100.000 toward the 
s I million total 
BSll alumni han- committtt:d to a S llJO.OOO goal. 
which i11<.:ludes S I 00.000 from dirl'l't mailings. 
phonathotb. and pt"rsonal solicitations, S-iO.OOO from 
Auction 'H') that will he held in \1ay. and S';O,OOO 
from the Decad<.· SOs class reunion thi-. fall. In addi­
tion. llll"lllhl"r-. of the llJ-tOs da-.se-. arl' in th<.· pro­
cess of rai-.ing 5!0.000 
l ni\ nsity employees ha\'l" a goal of 520.000 in 
contributions. Businesses and friends account for 
an<>ther 5.�'0.000. 
In announcing the campaign. BSl Presidt·nt John 
Keist"r said it was another exampl<.' of the.· partner­
ships that ha\'e assistnl the uni\'er!'.ity in recent years. 
"We are pleased that thb group of indi\'iduals is 
willing to dedicate time and money to -.upport the 
unin·rsity in th<."!-.l" important art·a-.." ht· said. 
Alumni called to help 
A Boise State t:niversity Alumni Phonathon 
through April 2'; will attempt to reach on·r 20,000 
BSl' alumni whose gifts will benefit the BSU l.ihral")·. 
A S 100.000 challenge to match gifts dollar for dol­
lar has het:n issuc:d by Idaho Bank and Trust 
Co./Hemingway foundation :tnd an anonymous 
donor, and the BSU Alumni Association will attc.·mpt 
to reach that goal. 
Alumni who respond to the challenge. which is 
part of the recently announced BSU Foundation's 
Great Scholars Campaign. will he recognized on per­
sonal bookplates placed in books purchased as a 
result of their donations. 
The Great Sch<,iars Campaign is the first such 
effort in the 20-rear history of the BSL' Foundation. 
For further information about the BSL: Alumni 
Challenge, telephone the Alumni Association Office 
at 385-1959 · 
Concert Cadillac 
Morrison Center after one year 
"7be Morrison Center is not the 
perfomzing arts center that etoer;•­
thing could thrit'e in."- Mark 
Cuddy, Idaho Shakespeare Festit'til 
artistic director. 
"lfyou ll'ant to drit•e a Cadillac. 
you pt�J' the price of tt Cadillac. " -
Frank Heise, !•!Orrison Center direc­
tor of operations. 
Morrison Center Main Hall 
MC endowment drive launched 
A fund-raising drive for the Morri­
�on Center Endowment Fund was 
kicked off April 7, the first year anni­
versary of the center, with S 1 million 
in contributions already made by area 
corporations and individuals. Vc:lma 
�1orri�on has extended her deadline 
for matching S2 '5 million in contri­
butions from May I to Oct. 31. With 
the initial S 1 million doubled hr the 
�orrison match, the endowment 
needs S I.') million to reach its goal of 
S') million. 
l11e purpose of the endowment is 
to: 
• Provide funding for the maint,�­
nancc: and operation of the Morri�on 
Center 
• Suhstdize the rental fcc paid by 
local users of the center 
• Sponsor and underwrite major 
national and international performers 
who \Vould otherwise he too expen­
sive to appear at the center. 
\1aintenance and local user group 
�uhsidics have been covered by the 
Harry W. Morrison Foundation. l11e 
foundation last year paid almost 
S300,000 of the 5486,000 in operat­
ing costs. Next year's Morrison Cen­
ter budget, for July 1, 198'5 through 
June 30, 1986, is projected at 
S808,000. The increase is due to the 
underwriting of major performers 
and building repairs that will he 
necessary. 
Richard Thomas, chairman of the 
endO\vment fund. said money 
donated "will never be invaded." The 
S') million, he said. will he "invested 
in securities that will create the grea­
test amount of return at the lowest 
amount of risk." A S5 million 
endowment is expected to generate 
S500,000 annually. 
The endowment will permit the 
Morrison Center to bring major stars 
to Boise at reasonable ticket prices, 
according to Fred Norman, executive 
director of the Morrison Center. 
Norman noted that non-subsidized 
tickets to a performan<.'C by opera 
stars Luciano Pavarotti and joan 
Sutherland, for example, would run 
S60 to S250. The endowment would 
underwrite such acts, bringing ticket 
prices down to around S2'5, he said. 
l\orman said he expects the 
endowment to underwrite several 
major artists a year. 
Contributions to the endowment 
include a "substantial " gift from J.R. 
Simplot; S:\00,000 from Edna Allen, 
sister of Harry Morrison; s 171, SOO 
from the center's inaugural perfor­
mance of ii-�J' Fair LtU�l� S 10,000 from 
Benjamin Franklin Savings and Loan, 
and some S60,000 from indhiduals. 
Anyone interested in contributing 
to the endowment should contact 
Richard Thomas at 386-5306. 
Copland featured at concert 
Last year it was th<.' music of 
G<.'rslm in at the Boise Stat<.' l1niH·r­
sit} Pr<."sident's Concert - urhan, 
inm:r-city jazz-dominated work�. l11is 
y<."ar, Sunday, April 2H, at .f p.m. in 
the Morrison C<.'nt<.'r Main I tall. th<.' 
Pr<."sidc:nt's Concert moves west, 
wide and open with the musit· of 
Aaron Copland. 
'fl1c entire BSL music department 
will turn out to perf(>rm the musk of 
the t·omposcr who o:kbratc:d the 
American rural and Wcstt·rn lift• wtth 
scores like john Henry. Bill�· tbe 1\id, 
Rodeo, and Appalacbiml Spring 
Copland. 85 years old this 
Nmcmbcr. imbued his orchestral 
scores. hallcts, choral works and 
opera with jazz and folk tunes of the 
common people of the open country. 
Bil�)' the Kid is intcrwm·cn with 
Western folk tunes. anJ AfJfJalachitm 
.\lm'ng is a swe<."ping portrayal of the 
hmdsGtpe at dawn mix<.'d with Shakt·r 
mdodi<.'s. 
His descriptive scores took him to 
llollywood. where h<.' wrote music 
t(>r nJe City. Of Mice and ,\.len. and 
011 r Toll' 11. 
Playing his work April 28 will he 
the Boise State Orchestra, Band, 
Meistersingers, Cniversit} Smgcrs. 
and many soloists and duos 
Tickets, a\·ailahlc at Sdcct-A-Scat 
outlets. arc So.i general, 52 �<.'nior citi­
zens and non-BSl students. and frt·e 
to all BSL faculn, stall. and students. 
students, and tr�e tor BSU students. 
By Glenn Oakley 
BSU News Services 
The Morrison Center for th<.' Pt·r­
forming Arts. one year old April�. is 
indeed a Cadillac in the world of 
concert halls. Its 2,066 scat Main Hall 
is described as a "finely tuned 
instrument," so sophisticated is its 
acoustical engineering. 
But the price of such sophistica­
tion, even at subsidized rates, has 
proved prohibitive for some loGtl arts 
groups, and has strain<.'d the resour­
ces of others. An endowment drive. 
designed partially to further subsidize 
the cost of renting the hall to local 
groups. was kicked off on tht· Morri­
son Center's first year anniversary. 
April 7. 198'5 With an immediate 
goal of raising sc; million. the 
endowment would con·r operating 
and maintenann· costs at the c<."nt<.'r, 
continue the subsidy of local groups 
now footed by the H.trf} \\' Morrison 
Foundation, and underwrite tht• <.'OSts 
of major artists othcrwist• too costly 
to appear at the center. 
Only th<.' academic half of the Mor­
rison Center is state supported - the 
half that includes the theatrt: arts 
and music departments, plus the 
Recital Hall and Stage II. The �ain 
Hall is labelled an auxiliary enterprise 
and must pay its own way, as dol's 
the Pa\ilion. 
Richard Thomas, secretary­
treasurer for the \torrison Founda­
tion. said the endowment could 
eventually gro\\ to the point that 
local groups could perform for free 
in the Main Hall. But in the meantime 
local arts groups will have to dcddc 
whether their audiences arc willing 
to support them in a performing hall 
that can cost over 5<�,000 a night in 
rent. 
For some groups, notably th<.' Boise 
Philharmonic, the answer is a 
resounding yes. The Philharmonic 
sold out its 198-i-8'; season after 
moving to the Morrison Center and it 
continues to enjO} a waiting list for 
its concerts. Sav� Philharmonk �1usi­
cal Director D�nicl Stern. "Ha,·ing 
performed there, there's no question 
of performing anywhere else." 
For other groups, such as the 
Idaho Shakespeare Festival, the Mor­
rison Center is no longer regarded as 
a \iabk performing space. In the 
spring of 1984 the Shakespeare Festi­
val staged shows at the fadlity, said 
artistic director Mark Cuddy, "to 
show the Morrison Center and the 
community that those spaces could 
be utilized for a professional 
company." 
But Cuddy said "The Morrison 
Center has no interest in developing 
any kind of permanent relationship in 
.. _ .. 
. . . 
. � 'i"· ,,,� 
those spaces because they can't -
they're academic (spaces). And we 
can't go into the Main Hall because 
we don't do that kind of theater for 
the most part." 
Cuddy, who is now seeking fund­
ing for the Shakespeare Festival's own 
performing theater, said "I was led to 
believe that this was to be the per­
forming arts center that would solve 
the performing arts needs of the 
community. What we have is not 
that. What we have is fine- a nice, 
acoustically fitted symphony hall, 
which is great - terrific. But we 
don't have a th<."ater that works for 
theater companies." 
Other local groups, such as the 
Boise Opera and the American festi­
val Ballet, have had mixed sucn·ss in 
the Morrison Center. Pat Naria.s, 
managing director of the: American 
Ft·stival Ballet, said performing at the 
fitdlit}' "has been wonderful. It's 
hclp<.'d increase our subscriptions; it 
enh.tnces our art form .... It's also 
one of the most expensive halls we 
usc." Narias said "We'll probably us<.' 
it again in the next year," hut nott·d 
that because "we can't afford to r<.'nt 
the hall for rehearsals,'' continued 
usc of the center is in question. 
In many respects the dilemma says 
more about the relationship ht:tw<."en 
the arts groups and the communi!}' 
than it does about the relationship 
hctwccn the arts groups and the 
Morrison Center. The Philharmonic 
enjoys a substantial and loyal follow­
ing, allowing it to come out on top 
after paying the rental fee Some of 
the other groups, with a smaller fol­
lowing and more expensive produc­
tions, take a far greater risk in renting 
the Main Hall. 
The base fee for local groups rent­
ing the Main Hall is S 1,650 per day. 
But when charges for lighting, sound. 
ushers and other services arc added, 
the hill can run upwards of S4,000. 
(Outside performers pay on a differ­
ent scale, which comes out as 
roughly twice as much. according to 
Frank Heise, director of operations.) 
Thomas noted that "When thc:y 
(local performers) pay S 1,650, it 
costs us So.i,352 out of our pockets" 
The Harry W. Morrison Foundation 
has been picking up the difference, 
and the endowment is designed to 
carry on that support. Thomas said 
the S 1,650 base fee w;�s "a figure we 
thought they (local groups) could 
live with." But, he added, "Tht.'}"vc 
got to realize we've got a staff in 
here. We've got ongoing heat, utili­
ties. Somewhere that has to be 
supported." 
The Morrison Center, says Heise, 
"has to be run with fiscal responsibil­
ity. We will never go in the red." 
'cold-drill' garners six first places 
Boise State's student literary magazine cold-drill took six first place 
awards at the Rocky Mountain Collegiate Press Association convention 
held recently in Denver, including first place for general excellence. 
The 1984 "Big Brother" issue of cold-drill was lauded for its "persistent 
combination of novelty and quality" by the awarding judges. The competi­
tion involved 52 colleges and universities from the western United States. 
First place for literary magazine general excellence was awarded to cold­
drill student editors Russ Markus, Brad Martin and Janice Pavlic. Markus 
and art editor Sally Spiker were awarded first place in special effects pho­
tography for the cold-drill postcard titled, Postcard from a Fresbman. Ft.rst 
place for the picture story category went to Spiker and Marie Guise for the 
3-D comic bookjoe Hero. First place for literary magazine cover went to 
Spiker and cold-drill faculty ad\iSOr Tom Trosky. Paul Pugmire was 
awarded first place in non-fiction writing for his essay,journalists Privilege 
in Idaho. Joe Robinson won first place for short story writing with 
Floating. 
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Passage from India 
Forster expert at BSU 
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By Jocelyn Fannin 
BSU News Services 
Throngs have lined up in recent 
months at U.S. movie theaters to buy 
tickets to the S 11 million film A Pas­
sage to India, taken from the famous 
novel by Edwardian author E.M. 
Forster. 
At Boise State, English professor 
Chaman L Sahni, an Indian native and 
a noted authority on Forster's writ­
ings, is gratified at the renewal of 
Forster's popularity and the American 
interest in his homeland. 
"I think Gandhi was the first film 
to regenerate interest in India, and 
together with the book 1be Far 
Pavilions by M.M. Kaye, broadcast as 
a television series last fall, and this 
year's PBS series 1be jewel in the 
Crown taken from 1be Raj Quartet 
by Paul Scott, brought forth an 
increased awareness of our Indian 
culture," Sahni said. 
"I liked the film Passage to India 
very much, although there are great 
departures from the book itself," 
Sahni said about the highly public­
ized David Lean film. 
"The director wanted to create a 
visual impact - that does not come 
through in the film," he said. 
"One full section of Forster's book 
is devoted to the Indian Temple as 
the author describes a Hindu cerem­
ony, The Birth of Krishna. Although 
that section carries the main theme 
of the book, the movie ignores it 
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entirely. However, the Marabar Caves 
scenery in the film is very authentic," 
he said. 
"When I was teaching in India, I 
wrote a pamphlet about Forster's 
work. Then I thought he did not 
know much about the Indian people 
and religions. Later I read some of his 
other works, book reviews about 
books written about India, 1be Hill 
of Devi, which I found very percep­
tive, and his account of his life at 
court in the Indian state of Dewas 
Senior. 
"From reading about his real expe­
riences in India, my attitude about 
him was changed," Sahni said. 
Sahni's book Forster's A Passage to 
India: 1be Religious Dimension pub­
lished in 1981 by Gulab Vazirani for 
Arnold Heinemann Publishers, India, 
presents an analysis and interpreta­
tion of the novel from the standpoint 
of Indian thought. 
T.E. Lawrence, the British adven­
turer, soldier and scholar known as 
Lawrence of Arabia, wrote to Forster 
about the book in 1924, and Sahni 
uses that letter to preface 
the publication. 
". . . The truth is, of course that 
you are a very great writer ... One 
feels all the while the weight of the 
climate, the shape of the land, the 
immovable immensity of the crown 
behind ... all that is felt, with the 
ordinary fine human senses. A marve-
lous book," Lawrence wrote. 
Sahni opens the book with this 
statement: "This study of E. M. Fors­
ter's treatment of Oriental religion in 
A Passage to India stems from the 
conviction that his Indian novel . .. 
remains, on the most fundamental 
level ..  an artistic endeavor on Fors­
ter's part to effect a 'passage' to 
India, traditionally a mysterious land 
... and to interpret the Indian mind 
and the many-sided culture of the 
Indian people. 
"A genuine understanding of 
India's mind and culture .. . requires 
a knowledge of both Hindu and Mus­
lim religions." 
The book, Sahni explains, ... 
undertakes a thorough investigation 
into the novel's Indian backgrounds 
and sources, and attempts to offer a 
comprehensive interpretation of the 
novel in the light of Indian thought 
and culture." 
The mysterious Marabar Caves, a 
dominant feature of the book and a 
visual feature of the film, are dis­
cussed in Sahni's pamphlet 1be 
Marabar Caves in the Light of 
Indian Thought. In that publication 
he traces the mythology of the caves, 
which contain the most ancient rock­
cut cave-temples of India, and their 
religious significance, so lightly 
touched on in the film. 
Sahni was born in the small town 
of Thatta in the district of Campbell· 
pore, Punjab, now in Pakistan. 
The English language was the 
medium of instruction in the schools, 
and he remembers having excellent 
English teachers. 
He left India in 1967 to come to 
the U.S. to obtain his doctoral degree. 
He held a master's degree in English 
Literature and was a professor in 
India at Kurukshetra University. In 
the U.S. he obtained a second mas­
ter's degree in English literature from 
the University of Rhode Island, King­
ston, and received his Ph.D. degree in 
20th Century English Literature from 
Wayne State University, Detroit, writ­
ing his dissertation on Forster, and 
teaching there from 1968-75. 
At BSU, where he came to teach in 
1975, he teaches Far Eastern Litera­
ture, Literary Criticism, 1Oth Century 
British and American Fiction, British 
and American Drama, as well as 
graduate courses in methods of liter­
ary criticism, literary movements and 
genres and the required undergradu­
ate course English 102. 
Sahni has about 45 students in his 
Far Eastern Literature Course this 
semester, the largest number he has 
ever had. He also has been receiving 
many inquiries from students who 
want to travel to India, and two of 
those have applied for scholarships to 
do so, he said. 
Sahni has followed the recent dis­
aster at the Union Carbide plant in 
Bhopal, India closely, as a very dear 
friend who is a deputy inspector 
general of police and his wife's 
brother and sister-in-law live there. 
He, himself, had visited the city on 
his sabbatical leave from BSU in 
1981. 
"They tried to write calmly so that 
we should not feel panic,"he said. 
"Union Carbide is situated at about 
10 miles from here, and five miles 
away from the railway station," his 
brother-in-law wrote. 
"The gas covered an area of about 
twenty miles towards the station ... 
.. .... 
Chaman Sahni 
The gas had its effect near about our 
area . .. We knew nothing till early 
morning ... It was winter ... The 
doors were closed and we were 
covered ... So even the little gas 
which the winds might have brought 
there had not affected us ... But it 
was a narrow escape ... There was 
no room for thousands of patients in 
the hospitals ... More than half of 
Bhopal was vacant. We escaped by 
taxi for a few days and stayed in a 
hotel. We took boiled water." 
Sahni and his family also closely 
followed news of the assassination of 
Indira Gandhi last year on Cable 
News Network. The Sahni family also 
received news from their relatives 
about the communal rioting follow­
ing the assassination. 
Sahni is now looking forward to an 
even greater rise of interest in the 
U.S. about his native land, illustrated 
by the recent announcement of an 18 
month-long observance beginning in 
June of a S 12 million Festival of India 
here. 
The Indian government has sched­
uled exhibits and other events in 42 
U.S. cities, according to a Feb. 2 arti­
cle in the India Tribune. Highlights 
of that cultural extravaganza will 
include a sculpture exhibition at the 
Washington National Gallery of Art, 
an exhibit of paintings, sculptures 
and jewels at the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art in New York, and 
another exhibit of the art of India's 
16th and 17th century rulers at the 
Boston Museum of Fine Arts. 
Additionally, the article reports, 
"Fashion experts are predicting that 
the rich, bright colors and big prints 
which Indians often wear will 
become a fashion trend in America. 
Sahni's family, his wife, 22-year-old 
son and 21-year-old daughter are all 
native Indians, and since coming to 
the U.S. they have made six "pas­
sages " to India together ... "quite a 
long journey and very expensive," 
Sahni said. 
"The reason I accepted this job in 
Boise was that the area reminded me 
of my native birthplace in the north 
of India. I like the Boise climate, and 
there, too, the winters are quite cold, 
very crisp, although with frost, not 
snow. 
"The mountains and hillocks here 
reminded me of my own birthplace." 
"After being in Detroit for seven 
years, it was a very pleasant place 
for us. For the first time I saw the 
stars in the sky," he said. 
A workers' order 
Neither capitalist nor communist 
By Jocelyn Fannin 
BSU News Services 
Employees run all aspects of business; politicians 
are required to vote as their constituents wish; stu­
dents share in the selection of their professors. 
Dragoljub Stojanov, a visiting Fulbright Scholar 
from the University of Sarajevo, Yugoslavia teaching 
at BSL' this spring, finds that Americans are not 
well acquainted with the political, social and eco­
nomic systems of his country. 
StoJanov teaches two courses this semester for the 
Bst· Department of Economics: the first on compara­
tive economic systems - what he calls a combina­
tion of the macro economics and political econom­
ic .. governing capitalistic and socialistic systems, and 
the second on the political economy of Yugoslavia. 
A nation of 22 million people residing in a terri-, 
tory about the size of Wyoming, Yugoslavia has a 
unique self-management s-ystem, Stojanov said. 
Workers are expected to run the economic life of 
the country, while the role of the state is limited. 
The means of production do not belong to private 
owners, so the country is not capitalistic; neither do 
they belong to the state, so the economy is not 
communistic. 
Stojanov described an order with workers operat­
ing enterprises and deciding ewC}thing in council 
and management hoard meetings. 
Large matters, he said, are decided by referendum, 
while such economic questions as personal income 
and investment are all decided by the workers. 
Dragoljub Stojanov 
Delegates chosen from communities must listen 
to their constituents and don't have the right to vote 
just as they wish, he said. 
"I would like to straighten out the big misunder­
standings that Western countries have about my 
country," Stojanov said. 
"Yugoslavians don't belong to the Eastern Euro­
pean countries. Our political and economic systems 
arc completely different, with no points of similarity. 
"One problem is that people in the U.S. didn't 
experience World War II and the consequences of 
World War II directly. Our country was under Nazi 
influence so Yugoslavians fought against one 
another, and many atrocities were committed then. 
"Even now, when anybody speaks in favor of 
extremist groups, he becomes the enemy. The 
Western press ususally misinterprets our treatment 
of those persons and sympathizes with them as 
dissidents." 
He pointed out that Yugoslavia is an open country, 
with no visas required to travel there, and noted that 
many Yugoslavs work in Western European coun­
tries while retaining their nationality. 
"When I came to this country, I had to have a 
visa," he said. 
Stojanov said that nothing here surprises him, hut 
observed, "If there is anything unusual, it is that 
people don't prefer to walk at all. What I like is to 
walk, but when I do it, nobody else does it. �ayhe I 
can understand because this is a small city, but so 
spread out that one must drive," he said. 
Sdf management agreements govern relationships 
between business enterprises that buy and sell to 
ea<:h other. 
Yugoslavia is divided into six republics and two 
regions, about half of which is well developed and 
the other half relatively underdeveloped. 
"In Yugoslavia, women are completely equal: ev­
eryone must be equal. 
The visiting professor was in the U.S. six years ago 
to do research at Princeton University on interna­
tional and macro economics, and feels that he has 
good impressions and ideas of what the Ll.S. is, hav­
ing also previously visited San Diego, San Francisco 
and New York. He plans to travel more in the states 
in June, and then to spend July and August by the 
Adriatic Sea, a popular resort area for Yugoslavs. 
"The interesting thing is that the same economic 
system operates for both of them," he said. 
"We learn about both the Eastern and the Western 
systems in school. Every small country must do that," 
he said, commenting with a laugh that the U.S. eve­
ning TV soap opera Dynasty is popular in his 
country. Workers in Yugoslavia, Stojanov said, cannot he 
fired unless destructive, so are guaranteed lifetime 
employment. 
"If other workers on the management board don't 
like a person's work, they can shift the worker from 
one job to another, hut without decreasing salaf}·," 
he said. 
Everything is meant to be equalized as much as 
possible in the Yugoslavian education system, Sto­
janov said, explaining that students even have a voice 
in choosing their professors. One third of that cho­
ice goes to the university faculty; one third to the 
community and one third to the students 
themselves. 
One major problem for his country, Stojanov said, 
is that large enterprises recently have borrowed too 
much money from foreign hanks, producing a large 
foreign debt and a situation where Yugoslavia must 
now export a great deal. 
According to Stojanov, graduates with new diplo­
mas are the only newcomers to the Yugoslavian 
labor market, and once employed, stay on as long as 
they wish. 
In politics, decisions must he unanimous - a 
method that Stojanov said, "has a very high price." 
For this reason, Stojanov's visit to this country is 
what he calls "very expensive." He is, however, paid 
with U.S. dollars, so is not economically hurt by the 
present Yugoslavian currency devaluation. 
"If a factory closes down, workers are taken on 
elsewhere," he said. 
"If one part disagrees, everything is stopped for 
discussion. The President has the last word, hut that 
happens•rarely," he said. 
"It's a very cheap country for Americans to visit 
now. I invite you all," he laughed . 
• 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
Richard Klnnay served as convenor and chair­
man of the panel on "Revenue �rcities: Can 
They lead to Improvements in State Budgetary 
Practices?" at the 1985 nabonal conference of the 
American Society lor Public Admihlstration In Indi-
anapolis, Ind. on March 25. : 
He has been inv1ted to comment on the reports 
of the Curnculum Task Force Seclion on Budget­
Ing and Financial Management of the society. 
A1ms of the task Ioree are to studythe content and 
purposes of current graduate courses in govern­
ment budgeting and to consider the future direc­
tions of university education 10 budgeting. 
During the panel session, the paper "Did Idaho 
Officials Learn from the State's 1982 Fiscal Cri­
sis?," co-authored by Kinney and Sydney Dun­
combe of the University of Idaho, was discussed. 
Kinney's review of Thomas Lynch's book Exer­
cises in Public Budgetmg .. was published in the 
Autumn, 1984 issue of Public Budgeting & 
Finan-;e. · 
Kinney was a member of the pat�el on "Budge­
tary Success in Idaho" at the 1985 meeting of the 
Idaho Political Science Association Feb. 22-23 at 
BSU. 
Gregory "- Raymond recently p)esented a 
research paper in Washington, D.C. on civil war in 
the Third World He will also present a paper on 
evaluating foreign policy intervenllon at Ohio State 
University in May. 
Gary Moncrtal presented h1s paper, "The Corre­
lates of Adaptation 10 State Legislatures: A Com­
parative and Diachronic Applicabon of Organiza­
tiOn Theory," at the 1985 Western Pohllcal Sc1ence 
Association annual meeting in Las Vegas 
In addition, Moncrief was elected to the execu­
tive council of the Pacific Northwest Political 
Science Association at the annual meet1ng 10 
Olympia, Wash. 
TEACHER EDUCATION 
. .; 
Maudla O.rralaon, secretary I records manager 
In the Teacher Education Field Experiences Office. 
has been named Educational Office Employee of 
the Year by the Idaho Association of Educational 
Office Personnel and the Boise State Umversity 
Association of Office Personnel 
Garretson, a charter member and former presi­
dent oiiAEOP, has presented association work­
shops throughout the state. Her name has been 
submitted to the national association as a candi­
date lor National Education Office Employee of the 
Year. 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
Richard Hart has been appointed by the Ameri­
can Association of Colleges lor Teacher Education 
board of directors to serve on the association's 
Task Force on Accreditation. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Robart Murray has been appointed Idaho State 
Director of the National Strength and Conditioning 
Association. He will present the results of his 
research, "A Comparison of Two Non-Invasive 
Methods of Assessing the Ventilation Threshold," 
at the national convention of the American College 
of Sports Med1cme In Nashville, Ter.n. May 28. 
Murray also delivered three leciLres. "Nutnt1on 
and Sport Pertormance," "Testing Human Perfor­
mance," and "Designing Fitness Programs," at the 
26th annual Medical Winter Clinics in McCall, 
March 1-3. In addition, he lectured on "Anabolic 
Steroids and Athletes" at the Northwest Athletic 
Trainers Convention in Boise March 16. 
PSYCHOLOGY 
Gartin Chaetaln has had one article "Facilitation 
In Lettar Oatectlon with Sequentially Presented 
Homophonic Strings" accepted lor publication by 
Journal of General Psychology and a second on 
"Masking Effects with Targets and Nontargets of 
Varying Similarity" accepted by .Acta Psychologlca. 
PHILOSOPHY 
Alan Brinton's art1cle, "Omnipotence. Timeless­
ness. and the Restorallon of Virgins," appears in 
the Apnl1985 issue of the JOUrnal Dialogos. Brin­
ton will present a paper on "C.H. Wool bert and the 
Social-Scientific Approach to Communication" at 
the meetings of the lnternat1onal Society lor the 
History of Rhetonc, at Oxford University on Sep­
tember 1. 
BIOLOGY AND LIBRARY 
Dotlla Douglas and Janat Strong attended a 
conference on "Faculty library Partnership Work­
shop Based on the Earlham Model" March 22-23 
at Willamette University, Salem. Ore. 
PHYSICS 
Oaway Dyketra, Robart Luka, Richard Reimann 
and WMiy Smith attended the Idaho-Utah Section 
of the American Association of Physics Teachers 
at Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah March 
8-9. Reimann presented a paper on a demonstra­
tion of charge movement in semi-conductors, luke 
conducted the business meeting, and Dykstra was 
re-elected section representative to the national 
organization. 
ART 
John Takehara had a solo exhibition of porce­
lain, stoneware and raku p1eces at The Hand and 
Spint Gallery m Scottsdale, Ariz. In March. 
HISTORY 
Dr. Char1aa Odahl will present a paper on "Con­
stant1n1an Com Mobls m Ancient literary Sources" 
at the Rocky Mountain Med1eval & Renaissance 
Association Conference, April19-20, in Durango, 
Colo. Odahl is a member of the Executive 
Council of the Assoc1al1on. and will be hosting the 
annual conference at BSU in March of 1986 
ENGLISH 
Tom Trueky presented a workshop on literary 
magazine production March 16 at the annual 
Rocky Mountain Collegiate Press Association 
convention and awards banquet in Denver, Colo. 
Trusky, the faculty ed1tor of the BSU literary maga­
zme cold-drt/1, was also on hand to accept numer­
ous awa;ds lor the student publication 
MUSIC 
WMbar EHiott, Robart Billington, Madalalna Heu, 
Karan Krout and Malvin Shalton were inv1ted by 
the Oregon Music Educators National Conference 
to adjudicate its annuallest1val in LeGrande on 
Feb 23. 
Madalalna Heu was invited to adjudicate the 
Seattle Young Artists Festival and select yo1..ng 
performers lor the Seattle Symphony April pertor­
mance. She has been listed In the 1985 edition of 
the International Who's Who In Music. 
ACCOUNTING 
C. Mike Marz and Lalha A. Ellie both have had 
articles published in the winter issue of ldaho'11 
Er:onomy, published by the College of Business. 
Merz Is a co-author with Rick Hunt and Uncia 
Garrett of "Direct Labor Cost Not Alwaye Relevant 
at H-P" published In tha February, 19851asue of 
Management .Accounting. 
MARKETING 
Douglae J. Uncoln and Oery Mcc.ln ara co­
authors oi"Rataillng In Idaho," publltl!ed In the 
winter, 11185 edition of Idaho's Economy. 
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Early wanderers 
What traces are left? 
By Jocelyn Fannin 
BSU News Servlc" 
Pre-historic man in search of mate­
rials to make his tools camps along 
the South Fork of the Payette River. 
Centuries later, modern man builds a 
log structure and excavates ditches 
for crops or livestock along the river 
and then he, too, moves on. How do 
we trace these early wanderers? 
What were they doing in the Idaho 
mountains? Why are we interested in 
them? 
"People are interested in what has 
gone before, and it is those kinds of 
questions that archaeologists 
address," according to Mark Plew, 
BSU \isiting professor of 
anthropology. 
"In the United States, we who 
practice archaeology view ourselves 
as anthropologists, even though we 
primarily study pao;;t cultures and not 
present cultures. 
"The study is interdisciplinary," 
Plew said, "bridging the gap between 
sciences and humanities. 
"It's very important to study 
changes in material culture. The pat­
terns of earlier persons are reflec­
tions of the way they lived and give 
us the basic information to help build 
a theory of cultural behavior. 
"That search for culture is the 
thing that impels us, the great hunt, 
the discoveries - cosmological in a 
way - the changes in the past, the 
dealing with origins." 
A Federal Highway Administration 
project to pave the road between 
Garden Valley and Lowman this 
summer resulted last year in an FHA 
grant of 59,500 to Boise State for an 
archaeological project in that area. 
Plew conducted the project, which 
explored three sites dating from 
Mark Plew analyzes artifacts 
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5,000-2,000 years ago. 
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The grant was awarded to salvage 
artifacts at the sites, which would be 
impacted by construction proceeding 
this spring. 
Plew was especially interested in 
these sites, as he had prC\iously 
worked at a project at nearby Silver 
Bridge. 
One of the important things he had 
discovered at that dig was the devel­
opment of a chronology - finding 
that there had been intermittent 
occupation of the Payette River 
drainage 5,000·2,000 years ago, and 
very little indication of anything hap­
pening since that time. 
Students Mike Blaha, Peter Pen­
gilly, Mark Arnold and Christen K. 
Fuhrman began excavation with Plew 
last july and joined him for analysis of 
their findings this fall and winter. 
Fuhrman is the co-author with Plew 
of the BSU Cultural Resources Report 
about the project, Archaeological 
Test Excm•ations at 10-B0-6 and 10· 
B0-53, near Lowman, Idaho. 
The excavation work was done at 
two sites. The first was a rockshclter 
above the Garden Valley to Lowman 
Road about seven miles from Low­
man. 
Excavations were in controlled 1 0 
centimeter levels, and all sediments 
were passed through •,4" mesh 
screen. A photographic log was main­
tained and features and observ.ltions 
recorded. 
The second excavation was in an 
open location of a south-facing bench 
above the bed of the South Fork of 
the Payette River bordered by Pine 
Flat Creek on the west and Cooley 
Creek on the east. 
Excavations there showed ditches 
continuing east of the Lowman­
Garden Valley road to an historic 
structure outside the project com­
posed of logs and recessed slightly 
into the hill. 
The site appears to be about 40 
years old, Plew said, and between 
two ditches is some evidence of addi­
tional diversions, indicating possible 
horticultural acti\ities or water div­
ersion for livestock. 
Remains from these sites, "are too 
small to provide a base from which 
to infer about the historical activities 
at either site," the r<--port concludes. 
Findings of what Plew's report 
calls only "meager cultural assemb­
lages" do, however, "suggest 
repeated temporary usc of the 
locales." 
The historical remains suggest, "a 
,-. ,\' _ ... ., ;o. .... y, . 
relatively transient or seasonal use," 
and, the report says, "It is not possi­
ble to address the degree to \vhich 
the inhabitants were self-sufficient." 
The report does note that although 
50 percent of the bottle and jar frag­
ments found at the second site arc 
canning jars, such rcsealable jars are 
very common on depression era sites. 
"Materials such as ladles and ket­
tles which suggest on-site prepara­
tion are absent," the report notes. 
Artifacts found at the sites, Plew 
said included, "a lot of utilitarian stuO 
- hardware, tack, horsehoeing 
nails." 
"Historically, we have a lot, but not 
enough to assess actual activities 
people were involved with. 
"When a site has a large quantity of 
some artifacts. such as tin cans, that 
r<->plication is referred to by 
archaeologists as 'noise.' That doesn't 
really tell you what people were 
doing. One cider can is a lot like 
another cider can," Plew explained. 
"The most interesting part of all 
this from my point of view is the dat­
ing," Plew said. 
Most of the sites along the Payette 
River that have been investigated 
have been like these two, represent­
ing very limited habitation and very 
limited acthity. 
The pattern developing again indi 
cated some marginal habitation from 
about 2,000-5,000 years ago, and very 
little activity since, Plcw said. 
It may be, Plew said. that pre­
historic people were only foraging in· 
the area· and moving through it just 
to get obsidian for weapons and 
tools, the closest major source of 
which is Squaw Butte, near Emmett. 
"It appears that most of these peo­
ple were relatively transient, and they 
only used the sites briefly during the 
year," he said. 
"The sites are most probably -
locations or stations," the project 
report said. 
"This is best exemplified by a set­
tlement model in which small groups 
of hunters and gatherers live in small 
transient camps and exploit an array 
of resources_" 
Plew's search for artifacts and cul­
ture will continue. ll1is summer he 
will work in cooperation with the 
College of Southern Idaho with about 
eight students at a site, "very impor­
tant and never before examinc.:d," 
ncar Bliss. 
Military industry brings salaries, jobs to Idaho communities 
What industry employs 12,000 
people in Idaho, brought S 154 mil­
lion in salaries into the state last year, 
but is excluded from virtually all 
state employment and economic 
status? 
Answer: The military. 
The military has "grown quietly 
into a major employer in the state, 
but its economic importance is gen­
erally overlooked," writes BSU 
accounting professor Dr. C. Mike 
Merz in the latest issue of Idaho's 
Economy published by the College of 
Business. 
Merz says the combination of 
Mountain Home Air Force Base, 
National Guard, Army Reserve and 
18 
active duty personnel stationed in 
Idaho account for 8,800 full-time 
equivalent jobs. Excluding agricul­
ture, that makes the military the 
fourth largest employer in the state 
after food processing, timber, and 
construction. 
Merz also points out that all but S 1 
million of the S 154 million in military 
salaries last year came from the fed­
eral government. Those salaries boost 
the economy of almost every town 
and city in Idaho, and in many cases 
have provided an important short­
term source of income for Idahoans 
who have lost their jobs in resource 
industries. 
This is espedally true of the 
National Guard, which has 27 units 
in Idaho communities. 
"In 1984, Guard expenditures in 
the state totaled S44.7 million- Sl.7 
million by the state and S43 million 
by the federal government. Thus, for 
every dollar spent by the state for 
Guard activities, about S25 million in 
federal money entered the state's 
economy," Merz writes. 
Why is the military's importance to 
the state's economy such a well-kept 
secret? 
Merz says one reason is that there 
is no systematic system to collect 
economic data from the various mil­
itary units, which are funded from 
several different federal accounts. 
In addition, people are not aware 
of the mil tary because much of the 
acthity takes place in areas out of 
public \iew. And finally, the media 
devotes most of its attention to the 
importance of traditional industries 
such as agriculture, lumber or min­
ing, or new industries such as elec­
tronics, Merz "'Tites. 
Merz says the military represents a 
"good deal" for Idaho because 
expenditures for salaries, operating 
expenses and construction are new 
funds that enter the economy. 
Merz adds that Idaho's good 
weather, open spaces and varied ter­
rain make the state attractive for mil­
itary training. "At a time when Ida­
ho's basic resource industries are in 
trouble, encouraging growth in other 
industries seems prudent. 
Real World 1 01 
Internships increase dramatically 
Introduction to the Real World 
10 l. That's what you might call Boise 
State's growing internship program. 
Largely because of ever-tightening 
job markets, more students view 
internships as a necessary part of 
their college education. 
William Warberg, an associate pro­
fessor of administrative services and 
coordinator of internships and coop­
erative education, says that "students 
arc beginning to see that, 'hey, this is 
a way in - employers want to hire 
people who have rc:al world expe­
rience."' Many times, students begin 
<:arecrs with the companies in which 
they intern. 
A couple of years ago. there were 
about 200 internships. This year, 
\X'arherg says, "nearly every depart­
ment has internships. About 500 stu­
dents will han: participated in the 
program. That's really significant. It's 
a dramatic increase." 
He attributes that increase not only 
to students' desire to gain "real 
world cxpcricn<.:e" and their 
increased chances of staying with a 
particular company, hut to Boise's 
corporate setting and attitude ahout 
interns. 
As the state's center of enterprise 
and government, Warherg says. Boise 
is a natural place for internships. 
Each of the city's major corporations, 
numerous small businesses. govern­
ment and puhlic and non-profit 
agencies all employ BSU interns. One 
of the university's functions is to pro-
Intern learns by 'doing' at Idaho Legislature 
By John Groesbeck 
BSU News Services 
Although a cliche, the old statement 
about "learning by doing" is still true, 
as my experiences with the Idaho 
Legislature last winter illustrate. I 
was an intern at the Idaho Senate for 
Senator Dane Watkins ( R)- Idaho 
Falls. On my application for the 
internship, I requested an assignment 
where I could learn the appropria­
tions process and the taxation laws of 
the State, and was assigned to him 
because he sits on the Joint Finance 
and Appropriations Committee and is 
the chairman of the Senate Local 
Government and Taxation 
Committee. 
Senator Watkins has used interns 
for a number of years and was very 
aware of the learning opportunities 
he could give me. He took me to the 
dinners given to the legislators by 
lobbyists so I could sec how senators 
are wooed. He had me correspond 
with his constituents, do research, 
run errands, write bills and 
amendments - even fill the candy 
dish for committee meetings. 
Senator Watkins' style was a little 
alarming at first. He would rush into 
the office and give me assignments 
while he was dialing a number on the 
phone. On my first day, he gave me a 
six-inch stack of papers to read 
through as he quickly reviewed each 
one \Vith specific instructions for me. 
Then he would let me do it. No 
hounding, no pressure. 
One day he handed me a small 
folder and told me to research the 
John Groesbeck 
material. It was about the unitary 
method of calculating corporate 
income tax and the combined report­
ing system that we use here in Idaho. 
As I researched, I found that the uni­
tary method is very complicated and 
politically difficult. The research took 
about three weeks, and during that 
time I talked to a number of attor­
neys, the legislative budget office, the 
Japanese consuls' offices in Los 
Angeles and Portland, the Oregon 
governor's office, and corresponded 
with Keidenren, one of the largest 
organizations in the world, represent­
ing over 810 multi-billion dollar Jap­
anese corporations. After the 
research was done, Senator Watkins 
said, "Great, now I want you to give 
the opening argument for the bill in 
our committee. Make it about half an 
hour." 
I had a growing sense of excite­
ment and despair. The meeting was 
two days away, and the research 
wasn't in a presentable form. Then 
there was the question of my ability 
to give the presentation, both cmo· 
tionally and legally. According to the 
rules of the Senate, interns arc not 
allowed to persuade any senator on 
any issue. The Democrats questioned 
my future employment at the Senate 
were I to give the presentation. In 
the end, I had to get special permis­
sion from the legislative t·ounsel's 
office and the director of the intern 
program. At the beginning of the 
presentation, I was required to make 
an official statement dedaring that 
the words I spoke were the words of 
Senator Watkins, and that I was 
speaking on his behalf. 
I had seen other people come in to 
testify at the committee and get 
ripped to shreds by the senators' 
questions. But somehow I didn't 
think they would ask me questions. 
They did. A lot of them. I was before 
the committee for almost an hour. In 
the end, I was given a round of 
applause by the senators with many 
kind remarks. Probably because I 
didn't collapse. 
Working at the Senate wasn't what 
I expected. I was surprised at the 
accessibility that regular citizens 
have to the senators. On the other 
hand, I was disappointed at how hard 
and fast the majority leadership 
pushed the Senate to adjourn, leaving 
many critical issues yet to be 
discussed. 
But those arc my personal opin­
ions. The real education I received 
was an understanding of the reality of 
how government works. I don't 
think I could have gotten that under­
standing any other way. 
MPA program 'graduates' first student assistant 
It's taken a number of years to pull 
it all together, but when Sylvia Boyle 
completes the final coursework for 
her Master of Public Administration 
degree, it will he a meaningful 
accomplishment. 
A I969 Boise State College gradu· 
ate with a BA in sociology, Boyle was 
a case worker for the Department of 
Health and Welfare in Twin Falls. 
Then, after beginning the MPA pro­
gram at BSU in 1978, she spent six 
years as program director for the 
American Cancer Society. The 30 
credits required for her graduate 
degree were necessarily acquired 
slowly - while working full time and 
raising two small children. 
Resigning her position with the 
Cancer Society to return to college 
for her master's work in the fall of 
I984, Boyle was fortunate to be 
selected as the fl.rst graduate assistant 
Sylvia Boyle 
in BSU's 10-year-old MPA program. 
One of three graduate degrees 
offered at BSU, the MPA program is 
sponsored by the political science 
department, but also includes the 
sociology/anthropology/criminal jus­
tice department. Sixty students are 
currently enrolled. Boyle assists MPA 
program director Richard S. Kinney 
by doing a variety of research pro­
jects, literature reviews, and aiding in 
curriculum development. One pro­
ject she completed was a survey of 
other colleges' MPA curriculum for 
course comparison. 
With her past experience in 
recruiting and training volunteers, 
she particularly enjoyed organizing a 
MPA student group on campus. Meet­
ing once a month, about 12 students 
get together to hear guest speakers, 
share known employment opportuni­
ties and provide an input into curric­
ulum. 
As for future plans, Boyle is looking 
forward to work in health care 
administration either with a state 
agency or perhaps a hospital. 
vi<.le puhlk scrvi<.T - and the intern­
ship program docs just that. 
"Wc'vc got them in marketing 
positions. working in programming. 
in financial institutions, in major cor­
porations. with state agencies, the 
Veteran's Administration, in health 
agencies." just to name a few, War­
berg says. The program also indudes 
student teaching and vocational­
technical school placements. 
"TI1e community's attitude is great. 
They want interns because our 
interns do a good joh. The interns are 
n:ry "''illing to learn, very dependable 
and \'ery well prepared 
academically." 
Most internships are off-campus, 
and all must be in the student's major 
field of interest. All of the internships 
carry college credit, and some are 
paid positions. But, Warberg says, 
"the number one objective for 
internships is the learning expe­
rience. If they can get paid, that's 
great." 
Working with university and on­
the-job supervisors, students must 
develop learning objectives and meet 
regularly with each to assess the 
experience "so hoth the company 
and the student benefit," Warberg 
says. Students are graded on the 
supervisors' evaluations. 
But beyond the grade or the pay is 
the most important lesson - how to 
operate in the real world. 
Students get 
AGC awards 
Two Boise State students recently 
rcn:ive<.l top national awards from 
the Associated General Contractors 
of America Educational and Research 
Foun<.lation. 
Junior prc-ci\'il engineering major 
Arthur L. Schultz, Nampa. received 
the foundation's undergraduate scho­
larship for S2,2SO. 
Schultz, a full-time draftsman for 
Amalgamated Sugar Co .. Nampa, was 
selected as one of 'f 3 recipients of 
the undergraduate scholarship for his 
academic performance, participation 
in extracurricular acti\'ities, employ­
ment experience and demonstrated 
interest in a construction industry 
career. 
Roy M. Jackson, a senior construc­
tion management major, was 
awarded second place in the third 
annual James L. All hands essay com­
petition on the topic "Professional­
ism in General Contracting." He 
received a prize of 1300. 
The AGC Foundation has commit­
ted nearly S I million in scholarships 
to U.S. college and university stu­
dents over the past I S years. 
Israeli speaks here 
Yaacov Sella, Israeli Consul­
General from San Francisco, will 
present an informal discussion of the 
current Middle Eastern political 
situation from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m. on 
Friday, May I 0 in the Boise State Stu­
dent Union Building. 
His talk will be in the Nez Perce 
Room. Students, faculty and the gen­
eral public are invited to attend. 
I9 
THE BRONCO ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION 
The Spirit that moves the Broncos ... 
Attention Alumni! Here is an opportunity to show your Bronco Spirit by joining the 
action and excitement of BSU Athletics through membership in the BAA. As a Bronco 
alumnus . . . WE NEED YOUR INVOLVEMENT!! 
The Bronco Athletic Association is a non-profit fund-raising support group organized 
for the purpose of raising funds for athletic scholarships. 
Your tax-deductible contribution includes such benefits as seat priority, social activities, 
and sports publications. A unique benefit especially appealing for those boosters not in 
the Boise area is the BAA Stats, a 12-page newsletter published three times a year, 
which provides an in-depth look at all men's and women's athletics at BSU. 
Take this opportunity and become a member of one of the most enthusiastic and 
productive booster clubs in the country. Become a Part of the Spirit that moves the 
Broncos ... Join the BAA TODAY!!! 
You can receive a membership brochure by contacting: 
The Bronco Athletic Association 
1910 University Drive 
Boise, Idaho 83725 
(208) 385-3556 
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